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CHAPTER I 
THE NEED FOR THIS INVESTIGATION 
With the rise of television as a medium of entertainment, one 
which is assuming an important place in the lives of the American peo-
ple, educators are now investigating its possibilities as an aid to 
education. In the spring of 1950, Boston University School of Public 
Relations, in cooperation with WBZ-TV, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 
Inc., and R. C. A. Victor Company, sponsored a series of educational 
film telecasts to be viewed by pupils in school and at home. This 
created the opportunity for a number of different studies of the effect 
of this new medium on school children. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
One of the opportunities created by this project was that of 
determining the educational effectiveness of film telecasts viewed by 
students in the classrooms as compared with regular film projection and 
with unaided teacher instruction of the same material. The educational 
effectiveness of each method is determined by measurement of the mas-
tery of those facts which were specifically taught by the method. Such 
measurement is made by comparison of the results of objective tests 
given immediately before and after the teaching procedure. 
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
Telecast: television broadcast. 
-----
Regular projection: presentation of film by direct projection 
on a screen. 
Teacher instruction: teacher-controlled instruction without the 
help of any audio-visual devices. 
Sound film: 16 mrn .motion picture film with sound track. 
Booking: rental of film by a film agency for a specific period 
of time to one customer. 
III. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
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A problem which is increasing in intensity as the use of film in 
the classroom increases in popularity is that of assuring a greater 
availability of the best films. There are several factors limiting such 
availability. In certain subject matter areas, such as science, there 
is a definite sequence of use of certain films. For example, the Coro-
het film What Is Science? is considered to be of greatest use as an 
introduction to the study of science in Grade IX. Because of its con-
tent , its period of greatest usefulness is limited to a few weeks at 
the beginning of the school year. In September and October of 1949, 
the single print of this film owned by Ideal Pictures of Boston was 
booked to seven different schools. The mailing time involved allowed 
each school ohly two days' use of this film. What I.§. Science? was 
booked to only two other schools during the rest of the school year. 
While seven schools had access to this film, the requests of twenty-
five other schools for the use of the film in that same two-month per-
iod went unfilled, at least by Ideal Pictures. Extra prints of such 
popular films sometimes solve this problem, but it requires a great 
number of rentals to repay the rental agency for the purchase price of 
the print, and many agencies would prefer to be booked solid on one or 
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two prints than purchase another print and run the risk of a drop in its 
popularity. 
The time consumed in shipping a film to and from the user also 
limits its availability. The Film Library of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Education estimates that the most popular of its films average 
twelve bookings per school year, while for each booking there are at 
least three schools that must be refused a booking at that particular 
date. This film library allows five days mailing time each way, or a 
total of fifteen days for each booking. 
Some schools have overcome this time delay by establishing a reg-
ular weekly film pick-up, whereby the audio-visual aids director, an 
interested teacher, or the school delivery truck transports the films 
from the various rental agencies to the school and returns them a week 
later, picking up new films at that time. By encouraging this practice 
and limiting its mailing of films, the aoston University Film Library 
can show a total of twenty-eight bookings for its most popular film in 
the 1949-1950 school year, while for this same film there were only 
fourteen requests which could not be met. Nevertheless, there are still 
many schools that cannot afford such a transportation system but that 
would use gogd filfus if they were more readily available. 
Certainly, no matter what means are employed to distribute rental 
films, the problems involved justify a search for methods by which more 
schools could have access to educational films. If telecasts of films 
could be used effectively in the classroom, a partial solution of the 
problem of distribution might be reached. It is not the purpose of 
this thesis to engage in an investigation of the problems of scheduling 
that would arise. Such investigation would be useless until it can be 
determined whether or .not the telecast of educational film produces 
results favorable to its effective use in the classroom. 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 
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Time was a major factor in limiting the scope of this study, for 
a very serious problem arose in finding any school system willing to co-
operate in such a project. It was unfortunate that the series of tele-
casts were scheduled in the months of April, May and June, the busiest 
months of the school year. The understandable unwillingness of teachers 
to add ah extra project to an already full schedule might have spelled 
defeat for the proposed experiment. However, after five school systems 
had considered and rejected the plans for the study, it was enthusias-
tically received by the Hingham Public Schools and complete and willing 
cooperation was given throughout the entire experiment. 
Time, again, imposed a limitation upon the number of films to be 
used in the study. This experiment was suggested just three days before 
the first film in the series was to be telecast. In allowing one month 
f or the construction of a sound testing device and building objective 
tests for the films to be used, nineteen. of the thirty~nine films in 
the series were automatically eliminated. Of the remaining twenty films, 
ten were scheduled for after-school viewing. 
Of the ten films left for consideration, it was found that f ive 
were clearly in the field of natural science, while the other five films 
were in several different fields. This influenced the decision to con-
fine the study to films in the field of natural sci'ence. A viewing and 
evaluation of the films by the writer showed that the level at which 
nearly all could best be used was the sixth grade. Of these five films, 
one, Summer on the Farm, contained little instructional material, its 
chief value being that of entertainment. Another, entitled Weather, 
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was so technically confusing that this writer, who has had thorough 
meteorological training as a Naval Aviator, found it difficult to under-
stand. Thus, by a slow process of elimihation, three ten-minute sound 
films in the field of natural science, suited for sixth grade, emerged 
as the basis for this experiment. These films were The Conservation of 
Natural Resources, The Sunfish and Black Bear Twins, all produced by En-
cyclopaedia- Britannica Films, Inc. 
The possibility that the films would develop attitudes which 
might not be listed in the choices of an objective test imposed the 
fourth limitation on this experiment, that of testing for facts learned 
only. If an observer were completely informed on the mental, physical 
and emotional background of one particular person, it might be possible 
to predict some of the attitudes that would be created in that person 
by the stimulus of a motion picture. However, the possibility of un-
usual mental associations with the film material would reduce such pre-
diction to the level of pure co!'ljecture on the part of the observer, 
and some attitudes entirely different from those predicted might be 
created, In contrast, the number of facts that it is possible for any 
individual to derive from a film can be clearly ascertained. Facts, 
then, are something measurable rather than something nebulous. 
It must be observed that this process of developing an experiment 
to fit a series of telecasts is less desirable than one which would allow 
the creation of a series of telecasts to fit the experiment. 
However , the opp or tuni t;:r t o make t his study uas presented qui te unex-
pectedly v-rhen the television station e:xt ended the length of its 
pro§;r arn day and offered t he use of time 1-Ji thout charge . I t Has there -
fore nece ssary to make arrangements for eJ • .i. eriment 8 tion •·rith as · _ 1ch 
haste as possible . 
V ., OR !\.HIZ.ATI GI. OF RE1-1ADIDER OF TH~~SIS 
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A suntrnary of i.rnportant previous research will be given in Chapte r 
II. Chapter III will present a descripti on of experimental procedure . 
A tabul ation of t he r e sults of the experiment and t he conclusions dra1rm 
from the results 1,rill be found in Chapter rJ . In Ch>"pter V, a brief 
summary of -the t hesis 1ri ll be iven. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY Of PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The educational effectiveness of motion pictures has been a sub-
ject for investigation oyer a period of nearly forty years. One of the 
earliest experiments was conducted by Sumstine 1 in 1918, using three 
groups of first, second, third and fourth year high school students. 
The silent film 'Farming With DuPont Dynamite ·· was shown to one group, 
a second group saw the film and heard a lecture on that subject, and a 
third group heard only the lecture. At the end of twenty-four hours, 
of ten days and of three months, a one-hour examination was given. In 
each instance, the average score of the film group was higher than the 
average scores of either the film-lecture or the lecture-only group. 
Actually, this investigation is more noteworthy for being one of the 
first of its kind than for the value of its results. The film used 
was not produced as a specifically educational film. No a-ttempt was 
made to equate groups and no investigation was made of the possible ef-
feet of such variables as chance, knowledge of the subject prior to 
instruction or accidental acquisition of knowledge between test inter-
vals. 
In 1922, four experiments by Weber 2 compared the effectiveness 
of some visual aids at the seventh grade level. Two of these experi-
ments included the use of motion pictures in teaching. 
1 ·David R. Sumstine, "A Comparative Study of Visual Instruction 
in the High School", School and Society, 7:235-38, February 1918. 
2 ·Joseph J. Weber, "Comparative Effectiveness of Some Visual Aids 
in Seventh Grade Instruction", Chicago: The Educational Screen, Inc., 
1922. Pp 131. 
The first of these two experiments tested the effectiveness of 
moving pictures in combination with verbal instruction. Three twelve-
minute silent films in the field of social studies were selected for 
this experiment. They were The Country of the Mahrattas and Other 
Scenes, Chinese Scenes and Japan, the Industrious. A lesson lecture, 
based on the material in each of these films, was prepared by yiewihg 
the film and copying the subtitles, then viewing the film again and 
making detailed notes of its content. This lecture was intended to be 
twenty-five minutes in length. 
Five hundred Grade 7A pupils, six classes of boys and six of 
girls, were divided into three groups of "approximately equal. •••• size 
and ability". 3 It could hardly .be said that this experiment was con-
ducted under ordinary classroom conditions. All groups were moved, 
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one group at a time, into the auditorium, where the entire instructional 
technique was carried out. In Unit I, for instance, Group C went to the 
auditorium and heard the lecture. The teacher finished before the al-
lotted twenty-five minutes was up,. so she repeated the last half of the 
lecture. Group B then trooped in and .both groups saw the film. Group C 
departed and the teacher gave the same lecture to Group B. Group B left 
and Group A marched in to hear the lecture and then answer questions in 
an oral review quiz. This quiz was intended to afford the teacher an 
opportunity to compete with the effectiveness of the film presentation. 
For each subject unit, the groups rotated ir'l type of presentation, 
giving the following test pattern: 















LR = Lesson-Review Quiz 
FL = Film-Lecture 








In units II and III, the lesson was not a straight lecture. Ques-
tions to the students were interpolated to maintain interest and attention. 
It is evident that the lecture material was not sufficient to occupy the 
full twenty-five minutes allotted to it. Weber offers no explanation of 
why it was necessary to continue such a large time allottment in spite of 
insufficient material. Probably the time factor was influenced by the 
length of the class periods in the school, and possibly by the length of 
time for which the auditorium was available. The same auditorium schedule, 
with its attendant "herding" of classes was carried on throughout the ex-
periment. 
Tests consisting of sixty True-False questions were given each 
group on the day following the lesson presentation ~ For thirty of these 
questions, the correct answer was "Yes" and for the other thirty it was 
"No". The tests were scored according to the formula of rights minus 
wrongs and these scores were converted into T-scale units. The results, 















These results suggest that the combination of film and lesson is 
more effective than lesson alone and that showing the film before the 
lesson is more effective than showing it after the lesson. 
A comparison of the test scores of 300 students selected from 
the original 500 on the basis of their scores in National Intelligence 
Test, Scale A, revealed little difference from the scores of the un-
selected sample. 
In the second experiment involving motion pictures, Weber com-
pared four methods of presentation. These were: 
1. Study of a printed lesson 
2. The same lesson presented orally by a teacher 
3. The lesson depicted by a silent film 
4. The silent film accompanied by explanatory comments 
The experiment involved approximately six hundred Grade 7B stu-
dents arbitrarily divided into four groups. Two classes of boys and 
two of girls made up each group. "These groups were intehded to be equal 
in mental ability." 4 
Four silent films, each ten minutes in length, were selected as 
the basis for this study. They were The Study of a Mountain Glacier, 
The Earth and Worlds Beyond, The Southern States, and The Growth of 
Cities and Their Problems. Using the subtitles as paragraph headings, 
the content of each film was transferred to a two-page typewritten 
4 ,· Ibid., p. 64 
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lesson. This was estimated by Weber to be of such length and content 
that normal seventh grade students could read it slowly and carefully 
in ten minutes. 
The presentation for the Study and Teacher groups was carried 
out in the rooms of the groups involved, while the two Film groups, 
silent and verbal, were called separately to the auditorium. for their 
presentations. This was done for each of the films according to a 
rotating schedule. 
Unit II Unit III Unit IV Unit I 
Glaciers Earth and Worlds Southern States Growth of Cities 
Beyond 
Group A ST T FA FL 
Group B T FA FL ST 
Group C FA FL ST T 
Group D FL ST T FA 




FA= Film alone 
FL = Film accompanied by lecture 
All groups were tested immedd! ately after the lesson presentation. 
The tests for each film or other presentation consisted of: 
l. Forty true-false questions 
2. Ten completion (fill-in) questions 
3. A varying number of pictorial questions 
(student requited to draw a picture as the answer) 
4. A varying number of preference questions 
5. A required composition on one of three subjects 
(the topic of the lesson was one of the choices) 
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Weber felt that the true-false questions favored verbal presenta-
tion. He therefore included the pictorial questions as a measure of 
pictorial concepts, while the completion questions tested a middle 
ground common to all types of presentation. The answers to the ten 
completion questions were contained in the subtitles of the films, which 
appeared both oh the screen and as underlined paragraph headings in the 
written lesson. No synonyms were accepted as answers, thus keeping these 
questions a strict measure of memory. 
The scoring of the pictorial test questions presented a problem 
which Weber solved by assigning arbitrary point yalues to the content 
and quality of the student drawings. 
Once again, the test scores were converted into T-scale units for 
easier comparison of all tests. 
The significant findings of this experiment were: 
1. The film-lecture method was found to be superior to the other 
three methods. 
2. The film-alone method was, almost as effective as either the 
student-study or teacher p~esentation. 
3. The results of verbal instruction show up more favorably in a 
verbal test and the results of a pictorial presentation show 
up more favorably in a pictorial test. 
An experiment on film effectiveness which has become perhaps the 
most widely known and most frequently referred to was reported by Rulon 5 
in 1933. Using all the ninth grade General Science classes of three 
cit~es in suburban Boston, labeled in the experiment Town W, Town X and 
5-)Philip J. Rulon, The Sound Motion Picture in Science Teaching, 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1933, 236 pp. 
TownY, Rulon obtained a total sampling of 2,680 children. These were 
divided into three groups for purposes of comparison. The instruction 
of one group knowh as the Control Group, was based solely on text ma-
terial. Both textbook and films were used to instruct the Film Group, 
while a third group, called the Zero Group, did not study any of the 
instructional material. Their scores in the testing represented the 
results of zero instruction. 
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Because all such experiments deal with human beings, and the im-
pact of varying environmental experiences makes these humans individually 
different , it is extremely difficult to set up a satisfactory method for 
equating these differences. Rulon felt that the best answer was to work 
out a classification of adult male occupational distribution for each of 
the three cities. Using a modification of a Mihnesota Child Welfare 
Occupational Classification Scale and applying this to 1920 census fig-
ures, Rulon devised a scoring system based on mean deviation of a portion 
of the normal curve. The numerical results of this process were applied, 
as city scores, to the number of children from each city in each group to 
determine community of residence. 
By this method, Town W receiyed a score of .19, Town X .18, and 
Town Y .30. Ih the Control Group, there were 987 children from Town W, 
217 from Town X, and 650 from TownY. Multiplying the number of children 
from each town by the appropriate city score, adding the three products 
thus obtained, and dividing by the total number of children in the group, 
the Control Group was found to have a community of residence score of .23. 
The score for the Zero Group was .27 and for the Film Group, .22. These 
scores, according to Rulon, indicated that Control and Film children 
were well equated, while the Zero Group score was only slightly too high. 
There are a few factors which seem to this writer to make the 
community of residence scores suspect. Perhaps the figures could be 
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·accepted as valid if population were static, but that is not the case. 
How many of the children involved spent all their lives in the town in 
which this experiment finds them? If there was a sizeable group of 
chi'ldren who had moved to the town within four or five years of the 
time of the experiment, would not their previous residence have haQ. 
a large effect on their individual personalities? Can a community .. s 
socio~economic level be judged solely by the occupations of its adult 
male residents? What about men (and women) who live in other towns 
but who work or own businesses in the town involved in the testing? 
How reliable is 1920 census information in 1933? Possibly with the 
:time and information available this was the only type of equating of 
socio-economic background that could be done. It seems too bad that 
' when so much time and money were obviously spent on other phases of the 
experiment some could not have been spent also to get parental occupa-
tion and other background information on each individual pupil in the 
experimeht. It might have been easier and more accurate to apply such 
student background information to a classifica.tion scale. A simple 
questionnaire would have accomplished this. 
In the opinion of "a number of judges"6, the general excellence 
of the school systems of the three cities had an average somewhat ~ 
above the median Massachusetts school system. General Science was a 
required subject ih all the schools in the experiment except one, where 
6 Ibid, p.23. 
88 percent took General Science while the remainder elected Latin, Do-
mestic Science or commercial subjects. 
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The groups were checked as to Teacher Load and it was found that 
both in number of classes per teacher and pupil-hours per day the load 
was heavier for the average Film Group teacher than for the average 
Zero Group or Control Group teacher. 
In checking the general teaching ability of the teachers in the 
experiment, ratings were made by the superintendent's office, the Gen-
eral Science chairman or supervisor, and in one city by the principals 
of the various schools. Once again, a question arises. Is such rating 
ever objective; is it anything more than opinion? School administrat-
ors vary as individuals in what they consider to be the qualities of a 
good teacher. Varying quality of instruction seems to be a distinct 
possibility in this experiment, where so many different classes in 
three different cities are involved. 
Ih the final analysis of test data, all children for whom complete 
data had not been obtained were dropped from consideration. A total of 
373 children missed one or more of the tests. Therefore the balancing 
of the groups was not done until all the tests had been giyen. In this 
balancing, the Zero, Control and Film Groups lost, respectively, ll per-
cent, 14 percent, and 12 percent of their original number. The differ-
ences between these percentages were considered too small to create any 
important imbalance among the three groups. The children themselves 
were balanced in the groups on the basis of mental ability, General Sci-
ence background and maturity. Mental ability was determined by the 
Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, Form A, while the Ruch-Popenoe Gen-
eral Science Test, Form A, gave the information on General Science 
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background. Chronological age was the measure of maturity. This equat-
ing considered both the mean and standard deviation for each of the three 
factors and eliminated 507 more students from the final analysis. 
When the scores for community of residence and for teacher load 
were recomputed for the reduced number of students in each group, the bal-
ance of these groups appeared to be slightly improved. 
The major tools of instruction for this experiment were a text and 
eight 35 mm films. The course of instruction was divided into eight units, 
three of which were in the field of physiography and five in biology. 
There were two commercially produced films which met the experiment's 
needs for a direct "textbook" type of presentation. These were Plant 
Growth and The Frog, both produced by Electrical Research Products Incor-
porated, and used in Units VI and VII respectively. For the other six 
units, six films were produced to meet the requirements of the experiment. 
Care was taken that the films should not portray any topic not included 
in the text. The 127 page text was also especially written for this ex-
periment, based on content and methods of presentation found in six Gen-
eral Science texts which were recommended by a panel of leading teachers 
of General Science education as being the best of the current standard 
texts. 
At a series of meetings early in the school year, (this experiment 
took place in January and February) a.ll teachers involved were given com-
plete information on the conduct of the experiment. Detailed teaching 
plans and time schedules for the Control and Film Groups allowed for 27 
days of serial presentation and 3 days of review. During the course of 
the experiment, each teacher followed the plans closely. Complete 
freedom as to method of instruction was allowed each teacher of both 
groups within the limits of time and content for each day's lesson. 
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The teaching plans of the Film Group, however, had to allow for the pro-
jection of the films according to a pre-established schedule. Classes in 
the Film Group saw each film three times. The schedule was so construct-
ed that there were no more than two showings of any film in a single day 
a·nd film days alternated with days in which ho films were shown. Zero 
Group classes were given no contact with the experimental instruction. 
They were not even housed in the same buildings with instructed groups. 
The Immediate Tests, lasting two school periods, were given fol-
lowing the three days of review at the end of the instructional period. 
The Retention Tests were given three and a half months later. There 
were two test forms, one on Physiography and one on Biology. Both tests 
included a Picture Test and a Verbal Test. The Picture Test consisted 
of two pictures, A and B, on which questions with two-choice answers 
were based. The Verbal Test contained items of the three~choice type, 
the correct answer being indicated by a check mark. These tests were 
built expressly to indicate the comparative learning effect of the two 
instructional procedures. The test items were written from the exposi-
tory material of the text, not from the films. The tests included items 
concerning causal relationships and items whose answers could be deduced 
from the fa·cts presented. The original tests were first submitted to 
selected groups of eighth and tenth grade students uninstructed in Gen-
eral Science. Items which were common knowledge to both levels were 
eliminated from the tests. Items finally accepted were incorporated 
into four forms; two in Physiography and two in Biology. Each form 
(A and B) had 30 two-choice Picture Test items and 104 three-choice 
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Verbal Test items. In building the two forms, all items were arranged 
- in order of difficulty and alternate items were placed in form A. In 
administering the tests, to insure equality between Immediate and Re~ 
tention Tests both forms were given to alternate pupils on both oc-
casions. 
Results of Rulon's testing showed the use of film with regular 
instruction to be 20.5 percent more effective than unaided presentation. 
The Retention Test s indicated a gain of 38.~ percent for the Film Grotip 
over the Control Group. This leads to the conclusion that the superior-
ity of film use is greater for retained learning than its superiority 
in immediate resul ts. There was also an indication that film-instruction 
technique was more effective in teaching Physiography than Biology. 
A significant finding was that while the Film Groups in the Im-
mediate Test did not score as high on items presented solely in the text 
material, the C::ontrol Group scored no higher than the Film Group on these 
same text items in the retention tests. 
Rulon conc l udes that " ••••• the motion picture exhibits its great-
est effectiveness when it aims at the content of the instructional program 
and presents specifically those facts and relationships which it is de-
sired that the child learn and remember." 7 
In 1933, Arnspiger 8 published the results of an experiment com-
paring the relative effectiveness of teaching with the aid of sound film 
7 Rulon, op. cit., p. 104 
8 Varney c. Arnspiger, Measuring The Effectiveness of Sound Pictures 
.a.s Teaching Aids, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1933, Pp. 156~ 
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and by the usual methods of classroom instruction. 
The experiment involved approximately 950 fifth grade pupils in 
32 classes, 1,425 seventh grade pupils in 32 classes and 64 teachers. 
The fifth grades studied four natural science units, Butterflies, Bee-
tles, Amphibians, and Growth of Plants, while the seventh grades studied 
four units on the symphony orchestra, the String Choir, the Woodwind 
Choir, the Brass Choir, and the Percussion Group. There was one film 
based on each of these. units. At each grade level, the classes were 
divided into Control Groups which employeQ. ordinary classroom methods 
of instruction without motion pictures, qhd Experimental ~roups which 
saw three showings of each film along with classroom instruction during 
regular class periods. 
Five large cities were chosen for this experiment. The follow-
ing reasons were given for using classes in large cities: 
l. Opportunity to obtain heterogeneous population. 
2. Opportunity to match teachers more accurately on basis of 
teaching ability. 
3. Opportunity to match classes on basis of ability and socio-
economic status. 
4. Nece·ssi ty of selecting cities offering a jtmior high school 
music program. 
Cities from three different states were chosen in order to com-
pensate for any marked variation in the state courses of study. No ex-
planation was offered as to how this compensation was accomplished. It 
is questionable whether any was necessary, since the experiment seems 
to have been conducted with little regard for such courses of study but 
rather as an entity in itself. If selection of cities had been limited 
to one state, certainly no such compensation would have been necessary. 
Choosing cities in three states seems to multiply the possible varia-
tions rather than compensate for them. 
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Classes were matched in pairs according to intelligence. One 
class was a Control Group class and the other was an Experimental Group 
class. Intelligence was measured by the Pintner Rapid Survey Test: 
Form B. Classes were also matched according to general social back-
ground; Experimental Group classes from industrial sections were matched 
with Control Group classes from similar sections while Experimental Group 
classes from residential sections were matched with similar Control Group 
classes. 
Teachers were matched according to subjective rating by local 
school authorities and by scores on the Jacobs rating scale. 
Instructions concerning teaching procedures were relayed to the 
teachers by the local supervisors in each city. The teachers of both 
groups had identical manuals of instruction which served as guides to 
the teaching of each unit. The films were prepared from the material 
in the manuals which lent itself particularly well to presentation 
through the medium of the talking picture. The standards for this pro-
duction were prepared and published by the research staff of Erpi Pic-
ture Consultants, Inc. Control Group teachers were free to use any 
devices except sound motion pictures. No teacher knew the nature of 
the tests on the instructional material until the experiment was con-
cluded. In the seventh grade science classes, both Experimental and 
Control Groups spent five 30 minute periods on each of the four units. 
For the Experimental Groups, 120 minutes were spent in regular instruc-
tion and 10 minutes each in periods I, III and V in seeing the film, 
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while Control Groups spent 150 minutes in regular instruction. In the 
fifth grade music classes, three 45 minute periods and orte 15 minute 
period were spent on each unit by both Experimental and Control Groups. 
The Experimental Group classes saw the 10 minute film in period I, again 
in period II, and again in period IV. It should be noted that for both 
the science and music experiments each class period fell on a separate 
day. No class ever had two experimental periods in the same day. 
Subject matter tests were constructed for each unit. There were 
six different types of questions, each assigned a different weight, 
which had been arrived at statistically. No explanation was given of 
the process used in determining these weights. The types of questions 
and their weighted yalues are as follows: 
TYPE 
1. Graphic representation 
2. Essay completion 
3. One-word completion 










The specific questions which were included in the tests were 
selected as a result of preliminary testing in other cities. It was 
possible to construct 150 items in each field, science and music. 
These were tried out, in science, on over 350 uninstructed fifth grade 
pupils and, in music , on over 250 uninstructed seventh grade pupils. 
From the results of these tests, items which were ambiguous, too simple, 
or too complex were eliminated, resulting in initial tests of approxi-
mately 50 items. These same 150 items were given to the same groups 
after the units had been studied, and by the same process of elimination 
final tests of approximately 100 items were constructed. 
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The general sequence of events in the experimental procedure was 
as follows: 
1. Pintner I.Q. Tests and Initial Tests given. 
2. Lapse of two weeks, then start of instruction. 
3. Two weeks to cover each unit. 
4. Final test at end of each unit. 
5. Recall test 14 weeks after initial test -- this test identical 
with initial test. 
In comparing the test results, the means of the Experimental Group 
scores were compared with the means of the Control Group scores. The 
superiority of one group over the other was computed by dividing the dif-
ference between the means of the two groups by the mean of the inferior 
group and expressing this relation in terms of percent of superiority. 
The results of this experiment showed that the use of talking 
pictures made distinct contributions to learning in both natural science 
and music. Experimental Groups exhibited from 20 percent to 60 percent 
superiority over Control Groups on test items the answers to which were 
presented by both film and class instruction. In the field of natural 
science, both groups showed approximately equal achievement in subject 
matter found only in class instruction, while in the field of music Ex-
perimental Groups achieved more than Control Groups in this type of sub-
ject matter. 
Arnspiger concluded that gains made by Experimental Groups over 
Control Groups, throughout the experiment, were made without sacrificing 
the learning of subject matter not taught specifically by the films. 
tin connection with this experiment, Arnspiger also attempted to 
analyze the relative effectiveness of such specific elements of picture 
composition as type of photography, focal length, length of scene, quality 
of lighting, time of occurrence in film, types of sound, repetition of 
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scenes, and integration of sight and sound. A total of 186 test items 
to which answers were furnished, either directly or indirectly, by the 
films were ranked according to the superiority of experimental pupils 
(who saw the film) over control pupils (who didn't) in the number res-
ponding correctly to the items. Each of these items was then analyzed 
in terms of the composition elements by which it was presented in the 
film. 
Since this analysis involved only about 90 specific film situa-
tions, it certainly could not be considered as a complete study, nor 
does Arnspiger contend that it is anything more than an indication of 
an area for further and more intensive investigation. In his summary of 
results, he states: 
"The most important elements of composition involved in pro-
ducing an effective educational sound film seem to be, from the 
data available, the proper integration of audio-visual elements, 
a generous use of the "close-up" focal length, excellent light-
ing of scenes, and a judicious use of repetition," 9 · 
In 1939, Wise 10 tested the effectiveness of the silent film 
when used in conjunction with regular instructional materials for eleventh 
grade United States History classes. Nearly one thousand students in five 
Midwestern communities participated in this experiment. In all, twenty-
eight classes taught by nine teachers took part. 
Two basic tools of instruction were employed. These were a text, 
Muzzey's History of the American People and a series of ten Chronicles of 
9 Ibid., P. 78 
10 Harry A. Wise, Motion Pictures as an Aid in Teaching American 
History, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1939. PP. 187 
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America Photoplays. Wise 1 s approach to the conduct of the experiment 
was similar to that of Rulon. Pre-school meetings were held with the 
teachers involved in the _experiment for the purpose of explaining the 
experimental procedure and to insure some degree of proficiehcy in 
operating the projectors, using the films and giving the tests. Teach-
ers were apprised of all the requirements of the experiment and of the 
reasons for these requirements. 
Two groups were ,compared, one of which used only the regular 
instructional material and was known as the Control Group. The other 
group combined the use of the films with the regular instructional 
material and was called the Experimental Group. Each teacher had 
classes in both the Experimental category and in the Control category. 
No teacher taught one type of group exclusively. 
In the pre-school meetings, plans were made for equating the 
instruction -in both groups and much stress was laid upon keeping the 
work of the two groups as nearly identical as possible. The instruc-
tional procedure followed the Missouri State Course of Study for the 
first semester of eleventh grade history. This course of study divided 
eighteen weeks into six divisions. These divisions, the films used by 
the Experimental Groups, and the time spent on each division · were as 
follows: 
DIVISION 
I. The Old World and the New 
IL English Colonization, 1600 to 
















War of Independence, 
1774 to 1781 
The Period of Construction 
under the Articles of Con-
federation, 1781 to 1789 
The Federal Union and the 
New Nation, 1789 to 1801 
The Federal Union and Jef-
fersonian Republicanism, 
1801 to 1829 
FILMS 

















Each teacher used the same daily lesson plan, special aids (maps, 
charts, graphs and the like) ~ and reference materials in both the Ex-
perimental and Control Groups, except that Control Groups used no films. 
There was no attempt in the Control classes to approximate the instruc-
tional material furnished to the Experimental Group by the films. The 
difference in instruction lay in the fact that while the Control Groups 
gave ninety-three percent of their time to usual instructional procedure, 
the Experimental Groups gave only eighty-seven percent, devoting six 
percent to the showing of the films. Each group gave seven percent of 
the total time to testing procedures. 
From the total number of students participating in the experiment, 
436 pupils were selected for comparison after the experiment had been 
conducted and the tests given. It was possible to pair 218 pupils from 
each of the two groups. The first criterion for this selected group was, 
naturally, that each member had taken all the tests given during the ex-
periment. Beyond this, equated groups were obtained by pairing individuals 
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according to sex, school grade and teacher, I.Q. and history achieve-
ment test scores. The Terman Group Test of Mental Ability was used 
initially to determine I.Q. and The Columbia Research Bureau American 
History Test: Form A gave the history achievement score before experi-
mental procedures began. Fo:um B of this latter test was given as a 
progress check at the conclusion of the experiment. 
The measure of comparative progress of the two groups was made 
by administering, at the beginning of the experiment, a series of six 
objective tests especially designed to correspond to the six divisions 
of the Missouri State Course of Study. As each division of the course 
of study wa.s completed, the corresponding test for that divisioh was 
given again. In addition to these objective tests, a topical test was 
giveh to determine the degree to which the students'imaginations had 
been stimulated by either method of instruction. This test was an es-
say type of examination in which the student was required to write a 
letter from the point of view of a person living in the times covered 
by each particular division of the course. The topic covered could be 
found in both the text material and the films. These tests were given 
two marks, one for historical information and one for the pupils' 
ability to recreate the spirit and atmosphere of the times of which he 
wrote. It would seem that a high score on this test was dependent on 
the student's ability as a creative writer. The primary purpose of the 
test was to "measure the marginal and concomitant learning of both groups" 11 
not to discover budding authors. It would be entirely possible for a 
ll • 4 Wise, op. c1t., p. 5 
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pair of students to be equally well informed on matters historical and 
yet for one to be f ar better capable of communicating this information 
in an interesting fashion. Although these tests were scored by highly 
qualified educators who did not know whether any particular test was 
f rom aControl or Experimental student, the scoring was arbitrary at 
best and the results, it seems to this writer, may well be regarded as 
invalid. 
Checks were also made as to the amount of interest developed in 
the study of history and on the amount of outside reading of an his-
torical nature. ·~" 
The results of this experiment showed that the use of films to 
supplement classroom procedure was superior to a procedure that did not 
include the use of pertinent film material. 
Boys gained more than girls from the use of films, as did pupils 
ih the lowest ability levels as compared to those of the upper levels. 
The films contributed most to those phases of history which were 
concerned with people, causal relationships and social and economic re-
lations. Films contributed least to the memory of dates and chrono-
logical order. 
The results derived from these various research projects seem to 
indicate that the educational film is most effective as an educational 
tool when it is wisely used with other methods of instruction. It is 
not designed to replace the teacher. In these experiments, however, one 
of the great weaknesses lay in the control of teacher instruction. The 
difficulty of obtaining truly objective ratings of teaching ability 
created a variable at the outset of all these experiments. Rulon's 
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non-film teachers were given virtual carte blanche as far as methods of 
presentation were concerned. While this certainly makes for a more 
normal teaching situation, it also introduces variables in the teaching 
techniques so great as to render statistical comparison hazardous if not 
impossible. Only by confining teachers to a single type of presentation 
can the differences in ability of various teachers be reduced to a fairly 
equal basis. This was done by Jayne in his experiment comparing the ef-
fectiveness of a silent film with straight lecture technique. 12 There 
was no commentary accompanying the film and no audio""visual devices were 
used to supplement the lecturer's material. Each method had to stand oh 
its own merits. In this particular study, every class gained more from 
the lecture than from the film, and seven of the ten classes used showed 
greater retention of lecture information than of film information. It is 
highly significant, however, that the film was a silent film. 
From previous research, several criteria for good experimental 
procedure may be derived. It is evident that experiments of this type 
should·. ·be conducted under as nearly normal classroom conditions as pos-
sible. Removal of groups from normal class environment immediately intro-
duces a disturbing element. Experimental material should, whenever pos-
sible , be closely related to the regular course of study and any films 
used in such. experiments should be designed specifically for teaching 
purposes. 
The variety and complexity of methods used by previous experi-
menters for equating experimental groups suggests the advisability of 
12 Clarence D. Jayne, "A Study of The Learning and Retention of 
Materials Presented by Lecture and by Silent Film", Journal of Educa-
tional Research, XXXVIII (September; 1944) Pp. 47-58. 
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making random assignmeht of unmatched groups to the various methods be-
ing tested and the use of appropriate st~tistical procedures in analyz-
ing test results on the basis of such random assignment. 
Tests should be of an objective type and care should be takeri to 
make certaiti that success in such tests is not dependent on knowledge 
other than that being measured. 
The procedure followed in this experiment attempts to satisfy 
these criteria. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
By the process of elimination described ih Chapter I, the three 
sound films finally selected for this experiment were The Conservation 
of Natural Resources, The Sunfish and Bla.ck Bear Twins, each ten minutes 
long. In adapting these films for test purposes, it was necessary to 
make a tabulation of the maximum number of facts to be learned from each 
film. One film was viewed on the screen with an eye toward fact selec-
tion. The printed scene description 13 was then studied. This manual 
provided both a description of the action shown in each scene and the 
text of the dialogue accompanying the scene. After all the facts had 
been recorded in the order in which they appeared in the film, the film 
was again viewed to check the list of facts. These facts lists are 
shown in Table I. 
As soon as all facts had been compiled and checked, the construc- -
tion of two objective .tests for ea.ch film, based on the fa~t lj.st, was 
begun. One of these tests was to be given immediately before presenta-
tion of the subject matter and one immediately after. Although both 
tests contained the same questions, the order of questions was different 
in each, to lessen the possibility of the pupil 1 s becoming familiar with 
the test form. 
A combination of multiple choice and true-false questions was 
used. This type of test is highly objective in scoring, allowing for 
13 Appendix B 
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TABLE I 
COMPLETE LISTS OF FACTS CONTAINED IN EACH FILM 
The Conservation of Natural Resources 
1. Most natural water power is still goihg to waste. 
2. Petroleum and coal are being used up rapidly. 
3. One-half of all coal produced is wasted. 
4. Polluted rivers are a menace to health. 
5. Much of our farmland is eroded due to misuse. 
6. Widespread desolation and a decrease in game are due to forest fires. 
7. Original forest land covered more than half the continent. 
8. Today less than two-fifths of this timber remains. 
9. Only one-fourth of the good saw timber is left. 
10. While it was necessary to cut and use much of this timber in develop-
our nation, about sixty percent of every tree went to waste. 
11. Carelessness, such as smoking, is a major cause of forest fires. 
12. Fifty million acres of forest land are burned every year. 
13. State and Federal agencies establish lookout towers. 
14. Fire trails are cut by foresters. 
15. Education campaigns on fire prevention are conducted. 
16. Underbrush is cleared away by foresters. 
17. Slabs trimmed from logs, formerly wasted, are now made into toys, 
boxes, crating, etc. 
18. Artificial silk is made from former waste wood. 
19. Reforestation is now taking place. 
20. Sloping clepred land, when cultivated, leaves soil unprotected and it 
readily washes away. Rain water follows the same course each time, 
leaving gullies and worthless land. 
21. Floods result when rivers choke up with the soil washed from these 
gullies. 
22. Dams built across gullies check ·the flow of water, forming ponds, 
and the soil brought by the water settles and fills the gullies. 
23. Beavers are being caught and transplanted in streams where flood 
waters begin. Their dams serve well to control floods in headwater 
streams. 
24. Man-made dams not only harness water power, but also control its flow 
and help prevent floods. 
25. Contour plowing and terracing help stop erosion by water. 
26. Dust storms are due to high winds blowing on powdery soil. 
27. Powdery soil is due to constant replowing and lack of rainfall. 
28. In one day, as much as three hundred million tons of topsoil have 
been lifted from the Great Plains. 
29. The Dust Bowl includes parts of Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, Texas, 
New Mexico and Wyoming. 
30. Conservation measures include: 
a) returning land to grass 
b) planting soil-anchoring vegetation such as trees and hedges to 
conserve the moisture in the ground and to break the sweep of 
the wind , 
c) turning much land to grazing use 
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31. Much oil is lost when a gusher blows in. 
32. Careless methods of extracting oil have resulted in wasteful fires. 
33. The most effective way to save oil is to make full use of its by-
products. 
34. Oyer two hundred different by-products are obtained from oil. These 
inclUde fuel oil, lubricating oil, mineral oil, paraffine, and as-
phalt. 
35. Gasoline was formerly thrown away as useless. 
36. Stream pollutiot'l ca1..1ses a waste of water resources. 
37. This pollution can be prevented by sending waste to sewage disposal 
plants which convert it to useful fertilizers. 
38. An intelligent program of conservation will restore the beauty of our 
land. 
The Suhfish 
:_l. The sunfish is propelled by movement of his tail. 
2. The sunfish has no eye lids. 
3. His eyes are set so that he can see in almost every direction. 
4. The sunfish sucks large water insects into his mouth. 
5. The sunfish does not chew his food, but swallows it whole. 
6. He breathes by taking water in through his moutb and forcing it out 
through his gills. 
7. The ideal sunfish nest site is ih a sunny open spot in less than two 
feet of water. The bottom is of gravel or sand. 
8. The sunfish flips his tail from side to side to make the nest in 
sand or gravel. Forward motioh would occur if he did not back with 
his front fins. 
9. The male sunfish alone prepares the nest. 
10. The nest is about twice as wide as the length of the sunfish. 
ll. The male sunfish chases the female until she enters the nest. 
12. The female may lay eggs in several other nests. 
13. Several dfufferent females may lay eggs in one nest. 
14. At the same time that the female releases eggs, the male releases 
thousands of sperms. 
15. The sperm enters the egg to fertilize it. 
16. The male alone guards the eggs and cares for the nest. 
17. When sunfish eggs hatch, the fish are about one quarter of an inch 
long. 
18. The large yolk: sac supplies food for the first two days after hatch-
ing. 
19. After the yolk sac is gone, the sunfish are ready to leave the nest. 
20. Of thousands of young sunfish, only a few may grow into adults. 
21. At the age of ohe month, sunfish are still almost transparent. 
22. The following dangers to sunfish were depicted or narrated in the 
film: 
a) preying pickerel 






TABLE I Continued 
23. Young sunfish feed among water plant stems, finding such small in-
sects as mosquito larvae. 
24. Different kinds of fish seem to be constantly battling. 
25. This life cycle is repeated year after year. 
Black Bear Twins 
l. Bears eat crickets. 
2. Bears use their claws to tear a log and get at insects. 
3. Bears eat ants. 
4. Bears like bacoh. 
5. Bears are inquisitive but timid. 
6. Bears like such sweets a.s jam. 
7. Bears like to play and wrestle. 
8. Bears like honey. 
9. Bears will work hard for just a taste of honey. 
10. Bears have a keen sense of smell. 
ll. Bears can climb trees. 
12. Bears use their paws to tear open a honeycomb. 
13. The thick fur of a bear offers some protection against bee stings. 
14. Bears roll in mud to soothe bee stings. 
15. Bears become less timid when they learn that humans will not harm 
them. 
16. Bears can swim. 
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absolutely no influence from the opinions or prejudices of the scorer. 
It is highly adaptable to the measurement of a pupil's ability to ob-
serve and remember facts. It is fairly easily scored and allows op-
portunity to present as incorrect alternatives many facts which might 
be difficult or impossible to include as correct alternatives to a test 
question . 
The multiple choice questions were generally in th.e form of 
declarative statements with an omitted word to be selected from the list 
of alternatives. All standard texts on tests and measurement recommend 
from three to five choices in tests of the multiple re?ponse type and 
this rule was followed in these tests. 
In each multiple choice question, only one choice was correct, 
and although the alternative choices were made to sound as reasonable 
as possible, anyone who had noted the correct answer in the film would 
know which of the choices was the correct answer. 
In scoring the tests, each correct answer counted as one point 
of raw score. 
If the tests seem to contain a small number of questions, it must 
be remembered that there are several limiting factors which account for 
it. First, there is a limit to the number of facts that can be pre-
sented in a ten-minute film. Had it been the purpose of these tests 
to determine the attitudes and appreciations developed by the films, 
then the number of test questions could have been greatly increased, 
although objective testing would probably have been much more difficult. 
Another limiting factor was the adaptability of the facts to an objective 
test. Some facts, if included as test questions, would have provided 
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the clue to correct answers of other questions. Other facts lent them-
selves more readily as incorrect alternatives than as correct answers 
to test questions. ·_· The relationship of the facts listed for each film 
to test questions is shown in Table II. 
In the test on The Conservation of Natural Resources 14 , there 
were fourteen questions, of which thirteen were of the multiple choice 
type and one was a write-in. Although on all other questions the 
students made only one selection, as directed, so marty checked more 
than one answer to questions three and fourteen that these were in-
validated and were not counted in the tabulation of results. The write-
in question, number thirteen, received so many different answers that 
it too was eliminated from final tabulation. Thus, of the fourteen 
original questions, eleven were used to determine the test results. 
In the test on The Sunfish 15 , there were twenty questions, of 
which thirteen were of the multiple choice type and seven were true-
false. The true-false questions were based on facts which, for lack of 
reasonable alternatives, did not lend themselves to multiple choice 
construction but seemed important enough to be included in the testing 
device. 
Black Bear Twins 16 provided less factual material than the other 
two films. It was, however, possible to construct a test containing 
three multiple choice and seven true-false questions. 
14 . Appendix A 
15 Appendix A 
16 Appendix A 
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TABLE II 
THE REIJ~TIONSHIP OF FACTS IN EACH 
. FILH TO TEST QUESTI ONS 
THE CONSERVATION OF NATURAL HESOUHCES 
QUESTIONS 









9 X 0 
F 10 
ll X 
A 12 0 
13 
c lL1 0 
15 X 
T 16 0 
17 






















TABLE I I (continued) 
Tim HELATIO:NSHIP OF FACTS I N EACH 
FIU1 TO TES'r UESTIONS 
THE SUNFISH 
·uzSTIONS 
1 2 3 L 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 





0 ( c X 
7 }I ) 
F () } 
9 0 
A 10 }I 
l .l X 
c 12 _C _C 
13 0 
T 14 X 
15 X 







. 23 X 
24 0 
25 
KEY TO TABLE II 
X = fact used in a positive Hay as a correct a1ter-nat iYe 
0 = f act used Ln a negati ve way as a v~ong alternative 
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TABLE II (continued) 
THE HELATIONSHI P OF FACTS IN EACH 
FILrf TO TEST rJUESTIOHS 
BLACK BEA.,.T.t THI NS 
QUESTIONS 
1 2 3 h 5 6 7 8 9 10 




F 5· 0 
6 X 
A 7 X 
8 0 X 
c 9 X 
p_o X 
T P-1 X 
1 2 
s 13 X 
14 ~r .A 
15 X 
116 0 0 
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Although correction of the tests was made more difficult, the 
possibility of confusion in selecting the letter a, b, c, or d to 
designate the correct answer was eliminated by placing an underlined 
space for a check mark before each alternative. Thus, instead of 
reading through the alternatives, selecting the one believed to be 
correct, noting the letter preceding it, ahd placing this letter in a 
space near the margin of the paper, the pupil had only to place a check 
mark in the space directly preceding the chosen alternative. Cor-
rection of the tests was simplified to some degree by the use of 
cardboard cut-out master forms. 
For the duration of the testing, the R.C.A. Victor Company con-
tributed a table model television set with a sixteen-inch screen. The 
Hingham Public Schools provided a projector and screen for the regular 
projection of films. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc. provided a. 
print of each film for use in the regular projection and teachers' 
manuals for the use of the teachers who were to give classroom instruc-
tion of the material. 
II. GROUPS STUDIED 
Four sixth grade! classes in one school were used in this experi-
ment. No effort had ' been made by school authorities to group the 
students either homogeneously or heterogeneously by classes. Table III 
shows, however, that in intelligence, the classes are very closely 
matched, with a range of only 6 points from the mean I.Q. of the lowest 
group to the mean I.Q. of the highest group. Column headings show 
group designator and humber of pupils in group. Students are listed 
by number purely for convenience in indicating individua.l I.Q.' s. It 
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TABLE I I I 
STANFORD-BINET I. Q. 1 S OF U..TDIVIDUALS I E EACH GH.OUP 
AND HEAI\f I. Q. 1S OF E.A.CH GROUP 
GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP I V 
S'l'UDENTS 30 29 28 2.8 
l 107 108 107 
2 150 104 97 
3 94 121 100 88 
4 86 v99 103 107 
r:: 123 100 89 102 
..-' 
6 117 104 99 
7 107 92 
8 112 90 100 97 
9 lOL,. 138 121 111 
10 134 121 132 
ll lll 
12 113 106 90 
13 97 91 128 
14 110 78 104 98 
1.5 lll 120 95 
16 113 91 87 106 
17 112 lll 100 120 
18 83 112 91 10.5 
19 so 105 106 113 
20 141 ll8 115 79 
21 90 108 112 101 
22 ill 122 104 
23 126 118 lll 123 
24 100 107 100 
25 100 ll4 121 100 
26 109 120 117 
27 147 102 
28 102 
29 122 107 
30 
l·'iEA1J I • Q. no . L~ l o8 . 5o 105. 9.5 104.43 
STAND.A..F..D 18.1 13 . 0 11.0 14 .. 4 
DE.'VIATI -N 
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was not desired to compare indiyidual members of the various groups and 
no attempt was made to pair pupils according to background, ability or 
achievement. 
Even though the range of mean I.Q.'s was not great, the groups 
were t~eated as unmatched groups and assigned to methods of instruction 
at random. Random assignment l.n a rotating test pattern affords no 
group any advantage except that which chance might give. Analysis of 
variance of the means of test scores (discussed in Chapter IV) deter-
mines whether chance or a definite factor, in this case the method 
of instruction, is .responsible for a difference in means. 
III. TECHNIQUE USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT 
Concurrent with the construction of the tests, a. schedule of 
testing and the test pattern to be used were being devised. There 
were three distinct units of subject matter to be presented. It would 
be necessary to determine which of three methods of presentation was 
most effective and which was least effective oh each particular unit. 
To compensate for chance section variations tending to favor one method 
or another, a rotation plan for methods of presentation among the three 







ROTATION OF TEACHING METHODS 
NR s BB 
IN F TV 
F TV IN 
TV IN F 
• 
FILMS: I 
NR = Conservation of Natural Resources 
S = The Sunfish 
BB = Black Bear Twins 
TYPES OF PRESENTATION 
IN = Teacher Instruction 
F = Film - regular projection 
TV = Telecast of film 
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.-
In this pattern, every group would be taught by each of the 
three methods but would have no method of instruction more than once. 
The method which any group might have on any, particular unit was en-
tirely a matter of chance, or random, assignment. 
The first pattern was devised prior to acceptance of the ex-
periment by a school system. When the Hingham Public Schools indicated 
willingness to cooperate in the experiment, it was found that four 
sixth grade classes were available. A revision of the test pattern 
was made to take advantage of the wider sampling afforded by the ad-






FI Ll-IS : 
TABLE V 
RC1T TIO ij OF '_:SACFHJG r-lETHODS 
J.EVISlill PATT 1RN 
:i·ffi s 
0 J..N 








l. .c = Conserve..tion of l'Jatur'al Resources 
S The S~nfish 
BB = Bl a ck Dear T1·Jins 




TV = Tele cast of fil 
0 - · Ho I nstruction 
1.3 
On t he day of e ach presentation, the pretests and pos t - t est s 
:·rere dist r i buted to the teachers involved in the experi.rnent . The t eache r 
u ho vJe>. s to give the classroom instruction had re ceived the s cene de -
s cription b ookl e t the previous day, allowing her time to prepare her 
presentation . The p retest Has given to each group r e ceiving instruction 
t u enty minutes before the scheduled time of the t e l e cas t . :;:;ach type 
of presenta tion u a s given at t he sarne t i me , each in a different room. 
Thus , 1-rhile in one room pupils ~-rere seeing the telecast , another group 
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in another room was viewing the film and a third group was receiving in-
struction in still another room, under a competent teacher. 
In the presentation of the film telecast and the regular projec-
tion of the film, no prediscussion of the subject matter took place, no 
discussion was made during the presentation, and none took place after-
ward. Although this is admittedly not in accordance with the best audio-
visual technique, certainly this experimental usage eliminates variables 
that could influence test results to such a degree that interpretation 
might be hazardous. 
The period of teacher instruction consisted of a lecture on the 
subject matter by the teacher. She was permitted to use the chalkboard 
as she saw fit and was also allowed to write on the chalkboard, prior 
to the ten minute exposition period any words, phrases or ideas to which 
she might wish to refer during the lecture. The teacher was allowed 
ten minutes, the same time as the length of the film, to make the ex-
position. It is conceded that a good teacher might use many more tools 
and a longer period of time to teach all the facts included in any of 
the three films, but to make a fair comparison of each of the three 
methods, each had to stand solely on its own merits with no unfair time 
advantage. 
For the film telecast, the room was darkened with black shades 
and the television receiver was located at the front of the room on a 
table at the eye level of the seated pupils. Although in each of the 
telecasts the film used for this experiment was followed by another 
film, the set was turned off immediately at the end of the experiment 
film. The receiver was an RCA table model with a sixteen-inch screen. 
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In the room in which the regular film projection was presented, 
black curtains also shut out the light. The film was projected on a 
portable screen at the front of the room. The size of the projected 
image was thirty inches by forty inches. The screen was placed slightly 
above seated eye level. 
No unusual classroom conditions were necessary in the room of 
the group receiving teacher instruction! 
No circumstance of a physical nature arose during the experiment 
which might have unduly affected the instructional or testing procedures. 
All activities took place in the regular classrooms of the groups in-
volved in the experiment. Personnel a.ssociated with its conduct did 
not change. Nothing of an unduly stimulating or distracting nature 
occurred within the classrooms or beyond their confines which conceivably 
affected the outcome of this study. 
Immediately after the presentation period, the pupils were tested 
again. Immediate testing was considered necessary to eliminate such pos-
sibilities as the acquisition of added information, either accidental or 
otherwise, introduction of any emotional disturbances into the groups, 




RESULTS OF THE EXPERll'JENT 
Since all groups 1·rere assigned to their respective methods 
of presentation at random in a rotating pattern, it was reason-
able to assTh~e that no individual or group had any advantage or dis-
advantage except that which chance mi ght give them. 
Recognizing the influence chance might exert on the test results, 
an analysis of VfJlt'iance of the means of the post-test scores >..ras made 
for the three methods of presentation of each subject . 17 This analy-
sis would indicate whether the difference of the means of the post -
te s t scor es was due to chance or to some definite factor . Having 
eliminated as many disturbing physical and emotional factors as was 
humanly possible, any difference not due to chance could then be 
attributed to the methods of presentation, and the figures showing the 
relative effe ctiveness of each method could. be accepted as valid . 
Table VI presents the results of t he analysis of the post-test 
mean scores of the th~ee methods of presentation for each of t he sub-
jects. The figlll'e of F is shmm iil rela.tion to its sit,rni ficance at 
the one percent level. 
For Black Bear Tv1ins, the F of 18 .. 9~. is considerably larger 
than the value needed for significance at t he one percent level. 
This indicates that in all probability some f actor other than chance 
17 Statistics in Psychology and Educat ion - t hird edition, 
Henry Garrett, Phd., 487 pp . , Longmans, Green and Co. , NeH York 
London and Toronto, Material taken from pp. 253-264 and table 42. 
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T VI 
~~ALYSIS OF VARIM~CE OF POST-TEST MEAN SCORES 
FOH. THE THREE I'1ETHODS OF PRESENTING E.A:CH SUBJECT 
SOURCE 
Among the mems of 
methods 
\tlithin the means of 
methods 
13.565 
F: .716 = 18. 94 
SOURCE 
Among the means of 
methods 





F = 4.35 = 5.64 Sig. 
THE CONSERVATION 
SOURCE 
Among the means of 
methods 
I<Ji thin the means of 
methods 
8. 86 
F = 5:fi2 = 1.633 Sig. 
SUN: SQUPJ{ES lv!E.A.t'if . S;;2UARES 
27 .13 13.565 
51.54 .716 
F at .01 = 4. 92 
S1Jll.1 SQUARES l'lli:AN SQUAl-i.ES 
L~9.1 24. 55 
313.5 4.35 
F at . 01 = L .• 92 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
FREEDOH SUM SQUAF.ES }'iEAN SQUAF.ES 
17.71 8. 855 
384. 94 5. 421 
= 4.92, at .o5 = 3.13 
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caused the variance . 
For The Sunfish, the F of .64 is also greater than the pro-
bability figure of 4. 92 at the level and LDdicates that 
some definite factor caused the 
~vbereas the F value for 
Bear THins would occur by 
hundred such experiments, 
Natural Resources might occur by 
The Sunfish and Black 
frequentl y than once in one 
of 1.633 for The Conservation of 
ce even more often than f i ve times 
in one hundred such experiments . Therefore, it was impossible to be 
certain that the variance 1..ras due soleiy to methods of present ation. 
From this analysis , it was considered that of the three sep-
arate subject matter pre sentat rest-tests , the methods of in-
struction for Black Bear Twins 
havi ng been responsibl e for the 
Sunfish might be regarded as 
betl-Jeen means . \tJhile the re-
sults of the analysis of variance post- test mean scores of 
The Conservation of Natural Re es did not ne cessarily mean that 
the methods of instruction w·ere responsible f or t he variance, they 
did indicate t hat chance as •v-eD. have been the cause of the 
obtained variance . 
Table VII presents a 
tistical analysis of r esults, 
used in the various formul ae . 
Having determined 
into a comparison of the 
necessary next to 
post-test 
null hypothesis, which assumes 
of test data used in the sta-
interpretation of the symbols 
which chance might have entered 
of the various methods, it was 
the difference behv-een means of 
such significance as to reject the 
t here is no difference bet1-1een the 
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TEST DATA FOR ST IC.AL ANALYSIS 
REGUL~~ PROJECTION I N HB HA Hd 6 ri[d 
l. Black Bear Twins 10 27 8.57 9.80 +1 .23 .45h 
2. The Sunfish 20 25 8.56 13 .. 16 +h.6o 1.58 
3. Conservation of ll 21 7. 0h 10.30 +3.26 l.lh 
Natural Resources 
FI LE TELECAST 
l . Bl ack Bear T1v-ins 10 25 7.96 9.60 +1 . 64 . 626 
2. The Sunfish 20 2L 8.52 11.62 +3.10 1 .099 
3. Conservation of 11 27 6. 96 9. 22 +2 .26 . 804 
Natural i~esources 
TEACrlliR INSTRUCTION 
l. Black Bear Tc.rins 10 22 7.40 5.1-l.O +1.00 .397 
2. The Sunfish 20 26 8.50 13.50 +5.00 l. 79 
3. ConseTvation of ll 27 7 .oL. 10.18 +3 .1L. 1.13 
Natura~ Resources 
I = number of test items counts as l point of rau-r score) 
N = nu..mber of students both pretest and post-test 
HB = I'1ean scor e 
IVJJI.. = Nean score 
Nd = dif ference of pretest and post-test 
6 Hd = standard deviation of mean diff erence 
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true means of the post-test and p st scores . Using t he null h;y-po-
thesis as a basis, the value of t critical ratio , t, of each of the 
18 
sets of means for each method uas determined according to the formu.la; 
This formula, re1orritten the substitution of the syrnbols in 
Table VII, becomes 
t = Md 
Tre null hypothesis -.vas te ted by determining the probability 
occur on a chance basis. This 
19 
Fisher's tabl es of t. 
For the subject The 
formulae a..11d results "tv-ere: 
Regtliar Projection t 
Telecast t 
Teacher Inst:n.wtion t 
For each there Has 
Education -
Rhinehart and 
from p . 57. 
pp . 
uas obtained by reference to 
tion of Natural Resources the 
p < .01 
or 2. 81, P ( .01 
p = .01 
improvement regardless of the 
and 
pp . 
Statistical Tables for 
London: Oliver and 
method of instruction. The 
instructed gr oup difference 
one percent 
once in one hundred such test 
the null hypothesis . For-the 
less was adopted for rejection 
a significant difference in test 
The formulae and results 
Regular Projection 
Telecast t 
Teacher Instruction t 
Once again, each group s 
less of the method 
for all groups at less than the 
51 
for the t value of fue teacher-
a level of confidence of 
This means that only 
s might it be a mistake to reject 
s of this eA~eriment, a P of .05 or 
hypothesis and indication of 
subject The Sunfish w·ere: 
2.91, p < .01 
p < .01 
or 2. 79, p < .01 
d a significant improvement regard-
This improvement was significant 
percent level. 




As before, each class s 
less of the method of instruction 
and t he regular projection, the 
p < .01 
P < .o1 
or 2.52, P = .02 
a significcnt improvement regard-
groups seeing the telecast 
uas signif icant at less than 
the one percent level. The class which received teacher instruction im-
proved significantly at just the tw·o percent level. 
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difference betlv-een post-test and test means of each method of instruc-
For the f inal comparison the effectiveness oft he three me-
thods, all the d.:3.ta from each oft three subjects was combined for 
each method . rl'he best indication the effectiveness of each method 
could be expressed in terms of of mean gain in test scores 
produced by each method . The used for arriving at this per-
centage v-ras 
Substituting the compar numerical values from Table VII, the 
percent of mean each method was computed. The num-
bers 1, 2 and 3 in the spend to the numbers of the subject 
headings in the table. 
For the regular projection method, this mean gain was 
For the telecast method, gain was 
Once again, it was necess 
order to determine whether 
of such significance as to 
f ormula used 1-ras 
The 6 for the percent of 
rived from the formula 
Substituting the compara 
find the critical ratio, t, in 
of mean gain for each method was 
null hypothesis~ For this, the 
gain caused by each method was de-
nmnerical values from Table VII, the 
6 for the percent of mean gain c by each method was computed. 
For the reg11lar projection method, the 6 Nd% was 




For t he teacher instruction method, the 6 11d% llaS 
= .08.5.5 
The critical ratios v.rere computed and t he probability of a 
value 
l y by 
a s l ar ge as, or l arger 
chance was determi ned 
the obtained t value occurri ng pure-
reference to Fisher's t ables of t. 20 
The mean gain for the 
t his gain, 
t = . 209 p < . 02 
.079 
The mean gain fo r the 
t = .176 
:c5bb 
P < . ol 
The mean gain for the instruction method 1-JaS 21. 9%. For 
this gain, 
t = .219 or 2 .56, P ( . 02 
.os55 
For each method, the pe of mean gain was significant at 
less t han the two Therefore, the final results of the 
experiment can be restated Hith confidence t hat they represent the 
educational effectiveness of oft he methods of i nstruction . 
corded. The t elecast a mean gain of 17 . 6% and the 
teacher instruction method was onsible for a mean gain of 21.976. 
20 I bi d., p . 30 
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The final results of this e eriment shovJed a marked superiorj_ty 
for both the teacher instruction regular projection methods over 
the telecast method . Since 
fully controlled , and since 
emotional factors 1-mre care -
of the gains by each method 
clea.rly indicate that · each responsible for its recorded gain, 
these resulfus sugbest that the ed ational effectiveness of film tele -
casts i s not yet great enough to ant v.ridesp~eacJ. adoption of this 
method of presentation fiJm in the classroom. 
'ft,ro factors 1,rhich certainly have influenced the test results 
s hould be noted here . First, used were produced originally for 
classroom projection, not for Second, the experLment co:mpared 
learning from a television picture sixteen inch screen 1vith l earning 
from a project ed image thirty by nth the development of 
larger screens and clearer images, fi:Un teJe casts may some day become 
as effective as r egul ar proj e c 
It is interesting t o note 
proved to be slightly more effecti 
method . Earlier experiments have 
most effective uhen used in 
This e ::per:i.ment tested each 
sults of this exper:i.ment 1-muld 
educational film is not designed 
be an effective tool for 'tthe te 
teacher j_~struction met hod 
the regular projection 
the educational f i l m is 
other teaching techniques . 
its mvn merits . The re -
to offer further proof that the 
replace the t eacher, bu t rather to 
use. 
This study investigated educational effectiveness of three 
me t hods of presenting informat ion film telecast, reg11lar 
film projection and teacher ins 
sixth grade gro·ups 1rrere exposed 
film content . Four 
these methods, using three sound 
films in the field of natural Sv~<~u~-c in a rotating pattern of pre-
sent§.tion_, so that no group <vas 
Teacher instruction -..ms 
board, and v-1a.s confined 
t he film . Regular projection 
other instruction on the film 
presentation. 
mm merits . Educational 
sured by objective tests 
sentation. 
The groups taught by the 
gain of 20.9 percent, while 
mean gain was 17 . 6 percent . 
film content made the greatest 
J:iuture experiments , 
wise, but t his study gives 
film telecast is not 
the problem of adequate film dis 
by any method more than once. 
lecture, uith use of the chalk-
tes, the sa~e time as the length of 
telecast groups received no 
either before or after the film 
could be measured purely on its 
of the various methods Has mea-
gular projection method shov-red a mean 
groups seeing the telecasts, the 
receiving teacher instruction of 
gain, 21.9 percent . 
different techniques, may prove other -
that, as yet, the classroom 
educationally, to answer 
This study indicates that careful screening and evaluation of 
educational filrils should be made before their use for classroom tele-
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casts is undertaken. Such should consider what contribution 
visual detail makes toward the of facts. Most educational fi1ms 
have been produced with one mett.od of presentation in mind, tha t of reg-
ular pro jection in t he clas sroom. The larger area of the projected i mage 
ular projection of films . A study that might spur the indus-
tion of the relation of several tors of film production to the 
eff ectiveness of educational films Through further experimentation, an 
sub j ect presented. 
It is admitted some que'stions unans~mred 
and cr eates other which need to ~mat would the results of 
t his experil-nent have shmm had 
incorporated into a. broader technique, rat her than having been 
Another study might well allow f or 
21 Arnspiger, ~· cit., pp 55-79 
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assure equal quality and quantity for each group . 
The problem still remains 
maximum classroom 
reluctant to make their daily p 
a television s tation. A 
tcn,Jard various suggested 
casts • . 
Certainly no attempts ·to 
teaching teclmiques should be 
evaluating the results of such -te 
medilun, both in production costs 
s chedul ing film telecasts so that a 
lvJ:any teachers 1,rould be 
dependent on the program schedule of 
mieht determine teacher attitudes 
scheduling educational film tele-
corporate the use of telecasts into 
1o1ithout a well-developed pl an for 
ues ~ Television is an expensive 
price of r eceivers . In ru~ 
era of risLn.g school expenditure no school .ailiKil1istrator can afford 
to adopt teachin;-; methods 1o1hich not educationally effective, no 
matter hoH enthusiastically thes methods are promulgated. 
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I. Conservation of Natural Resources 
Instructions: Check the 
know, guess. Answer all 
l. How much of all 
.:.....__ _ l/4; ___ l/3; 




3. A good way to protect 
let no ohe enter 
leave matches at 
fires 
them 
y' tea.ch everyone how to 
hire many men 
4. One of the products made 
___ glass; breakfas 
---
t/ artificial silk 
5. The wearing away of land 
IN THIS EXPERIMENt 
think is correct. · If you do not 
There is no time limit. 
the U.S.A. is wasted? 
__ l/5. 
or . cause of forest fires? 
is to 
going into the woods 
fire safely in the forest 
the forests constantly 
former waste wood is 
___ _..paint; 
is known as 
____ rotation; V erosi n; ___ inflation; 
emulsion 
---
6. Wheh rain waters follow the course across a field, they 
eventually make a 
--=--gully; ___ wallow; ___ gusset; __ _,pond 
7. What animals are beihg c transplanted to build dams in 
streams where flood 
---
skunks; __:L__beavers; ___ woodchucks 
62 
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8 . High winds blowing on il make 
___ hurricanes; rtns; ___ tornadoes; V dust storms 
9. The "Dust Bowl" is being bro to usefulness by 
sprinkler system; rotation; 
v' returning the land _____ raising cotton 
10. The number of different by-pro cts of oil are 
___ about 50; V over 
---
less than 150; ___ 500 
11. Pollution of streams can large y be prevented by 
prohibiting fishing; dams; ___ flood control; 
~establishihg sewage plants 
12. The most effective way to is to 
ratioh gasoline; 
cut down on our ___ buy it and store it away 
13. Name 3 by-products of oil 
14. As far as the forests States are concerned, 
it is too late to 
-----
to bring them back 
fire can never do harm to amount to anything 
___ a wise conservation them to grow again 
______ we still have more of than we can ever use up 
II The Sunfish 
Instructions: Check the 
know, guess. Answer ALL 
l. The sunfish makes his 
______ in deep water; 
_____ under a ledge; 
you think is correct. If you do hot 
ons. There is no time limit. 
in the current 
---+--
2. The sunfish is propelled 
~tail movement; 
3. The sunfish can see 




----~only backward; ____ only forward; 
_Lin almost every d 
_____ only up and down; 
4. The sunfish 
~swallows his food 
_____ eats only tiny 
5. The sunfish breathes 
_____ by coming to the 
____ through his 
mouth and forcing 
f our times a day. 
6. The sunfish hest is made 
~on sandy or gravel 
in the shadow of a 
----
7. When building the hest, 
side. Forward motion 
face into the 
-----
of the pond; 
rock or a reed 
on 
------
chews his food well; 
______ takes in only liquid 
face now and theh f or a gulp of air; 
v' by taking water through his 
his gills; ____ only three or 
-----
in a snarl of weeds; 
____ over a rocky bottom 
sunfish flips his tail from side to 
if he did not 
rest his stomach on the bottom 
-----
his front fins; nose into a 
-----
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8. The nest is about 7 the sunfish is long. 
five times; v ___ ten times; ______ seven times 
9. The nest is guarded by 
the f emale alone; alone; 
the male and female 
the male and female 
10. Of thousands of sunfish, y will grow into adults? 
all; many; few; ___ none 
11. When sunfish eggs hatch, the ish are about how long? 
___ l/32 in. ; ___ l/2 in V l/4 in.; l in. 
12. At the age of one month sunfi are 
-r----about 2 inches long; ___ beautifully colored; 
~almost transparent; --~--as large as they ever will be 
13. Which one of these is not a 
____ __.po llu ____ __.pickerel; 
V mosqui to larv.a 
TRUE OR FALSE 
er to a growing sunfish? 
___ fishhook; 
14. ~ The female suhfish som times builds the nest. 
15. 1r The male sunfish chase the female and finally lures her irtto 
the nest. 





The female lays eggs i only one nest. 
---"---
:r: At the same time that 
releases thousands of 
.,=· The sperm enters the 
~ Different kinds of fi 
female releases eggs, the male 
to fertilize it. 
along well with each other. 
III. Black Bear Twins 
Instructions: Check the answer you think is correct. If you do not 
know, guess. Answer ALL questions. There is no time limit. 
1. Bears get some protection against bee stings from 
their thick skin; 
---
___ their quick movements; 
~their thick fur 
2. Bears use ? to tear a log open. 
---
Their sharp teeth; II' their sharp claws; 
---
sharp stones 
3. To soothe bee stings, bears 
___ rub honey oh them; ____ go swimming; ~roll in mud; 
lick them 
---
TRUE OR FALSE 
4. .,= Bears are very fond of such sweets as jam or honey. 
5. f Bears are timid near water because they cannot swim. 
6. f= Bears are ordinarily very bold and forward. 
7. The bear cubs like to wrestle. 
B. ~ Bears have a: bard time finding food because their sense of 
smell is so poor. 
9. T once bears find a beehive, they can get the honey easily 
because they climb so well. 











For Use with the Classroom Film 
BLACK BEAR TWINS 
By 
MEL YIN BRODSHAUG 
and 
ROSE WYLER 
ht collaboration with 
ERNEST HORN 
The State University of Iowa 
ARTHUR I. GATES 
T eachers College, Columbia University 
and 
CELESTE C. PEARDON 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC. 
20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE 
CHICAGO 6, ILLIN OIS 
Black Bear Twins, designed for use in the primary grades, is one 
of a series of mqtion pictures about animal life showing how animals 
live and how they are adapted to their natural surroundings. This 
fundamental concept, developed through the story of the bear twins, 
can be applied to studies about other animals and used in connection 
with almost any elementary science or geography study of animal 
life. The film medium's particular ability to portray the outdoors 
vividly and realistically serves to enrich the child's appreciation and 
understanding of wild life. 
This Classroom Film may be used also as a means towards moti-
vating interest in other subjects. Particularly does this apply to 
beginning reading, where the dramatic learning experience provided 
in the film story helps to increase vocabulary meanings and under-
standings for reading comprehension. 
To the above ends, the suggestions in this handbook are directed. 
V. C. ARNSPIGER 
[ 2] 
Jim Thomas, vacationing with his family, discovers bear tracks 
around the camp. They are the small tracks of cubs. Mrs. Thomas 
suggests that the children put out food. 
When the family goes inside, the bears steal from hiding. They 
sniff hungrily but, finding only a cricket and some ants, turn back 
into the woods. 
Meanwhile, the Thomases hang bacon on low tree branches. Not 
until early dawn do the cubs come for the food. The children 
awaken, however, and watch the cubs. Just as the bears finish eating, 
Jim sneezes and frightens them away. 
Another morning, the cubs watch the family at breakfast outdoors 
and see them go away leaving some dishes , behind. This is the 
chance! Teddy helps himself to strawberry jam while Jenny finishes 
bacon scraps. Clumsily the latter breaks some dishes. 
Teddy snoops around and then, feeling playful, engages Jenny 
in wrestling. This gets too rough for Jenny, who ducks out to ex-
plore the camp. In the tent she pulls at a blanket and Teddy starts 
to help her. But he becomes entangled in it and Jenny watches as 
he struggles free. Teddy finds a ball to roll. When he punctures it 
the cubs run for the woods. 
Another day, exploring for food, they sniff about a tree and smell 
honey. Teddy climbs the tree to the hive, which he paws. The bees 
swarm out, sting Teddy and chase him down the tree. He runs into 
a puddle of soothing mud . 
Encouraged by their adventures, the cubs start for camp again, 
but meet Jim. They scamper to the lake and dive in. Jim and Alice, 
watching the cubs swim to the beach and enter the woods, know 
their twins will return tomorrow. 
[ 3} 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Classroom Films have been prepared to serve 
as basic learning aids. As such, they portray in graphic simplification 
concepts which often are difficult and sometimes impossible to present 
meaningfully by other means of communication. In order to obtain best 
results, the films must be used skillfully and with careful planning. 
Experierice has shown that it is advisable for the teacher to 
PREVIEW the film.* 
This will enable the teacher to properly introduce the film and 
to anticipate questions that may arise during the presentation. 
Previewing is essential for planning subsequent discussion. 
PREP ARE students for the film presentation 
The presentation of the educational film should take place as 
a culmination of carefully planned class activities. Pupils must 
be in a perceptive and inquiring frame of mind. Specific pur-
poses for seeing the film should be formulated and clearly 
understood by all members of the class. Often, it is useful 
to draw up a list of questions to be answered by the film 
showing. These should be limited in number and simply 
stated. 
PRESENT the film. 
If facilities are suitable it is best to show the film in the 
classroom. Projection equipment should be set up in advance. 
FOLLOW-UP with class discussion. 
Immediately after the film presentation a general discussion 
will enable the teacher and class to develop and evaluate the 
experience. Questions or interests aroused by the film may 
be exploited as leads into a variety of further activities: pro-
jects (readings, reports, etc. ) appropriate to the particular 
class group. 
* JVbere au actual prev iew is 1101 feasible, reading the Film Coutiuuity aud teacbiug 
suggestious i11 tbis Haudbook Cdll be jn·ofitably substituted . 
[ 4] 
NATURAL SciENCE SociAL STUDIES 
READING AND LANGUAGE SKILLS 
these are the principal subjects for which the motion picture 
was designed. In the story of the friendly mischief-makers, the 
black bear twins, there is gained a personal appreciation of animals 
and their ways. The comical antics, curiosity and engaging manners 
of young bears are characteristics which can be enjoyed best when 
seen in action. 
The specific subject matter learnings are outlined below, ac-
companied by suggested activities for developing them in the 
classroom. Teachers should choose the activities most suited to 
their class needs. 
Natural Science 
1. Understand that all animals have characteristics in common, 
fitting them to survive. 
a. Compare bears with other animals such as those shown in 
the films, Elephants, Animals of the Zoo, Common Animals 
of the Woods. List ways in which the animals are similar. 
b. Contrast bears with animals such as those shown in The 
Horse, Goats, G·ray Sq11irrel, Farm Animals. 
c. List generalizations common to all animals. 
2. Understand why some animals hibernate in winter. 
a. List animals that hibernate and determine what they have 
in common. 
b. Why are these animals ei ther very much alike or very 
different? 
3. Learn that there are different kinds of bears. 
a. Find out how polar, grizzly, brown, and black bears differ. 
b. On a world map, point out some places where these bears 
are found. 
[ 5 ) 
4. Learn the specific adaptations of bears for their types of 
life and environment. 
a. Visit a zoo and find out what food the bears are given. 
What would bears eat if they lived in the woods ? What 
does the shape of the mouth indicate about food-getting? 
Why do bears have very thick coats? List other interesting 
observations and discuss them. 
b. D raw pictures of bears and emphasize the structures that 
serve special purposes. 
5. Learn ways in which bears tend their young. 
a. If possible visit newborn bears at the zoo and observe the 
mother with her cubs. 
b. Discuss why the cubs in the film story were able to be 
independent. 
Social Studies 
1. Appreciate the relationships of bears to mankind. 
a. How has man used bears and reduced their numbers? 
2. Learn where bears are found. 
a. Where may bears most frequently be seen now ? 
b. Can any class members tell about seeing bears ? 
c. How do bears in circuses differ from those in woods and 
parks ? 
d. How do wild bears compare with other circus animals? 
e. Should this picture be studied during circus season, en-
courage children to visit the animals . 
Readilzg and Language Skills 
Information about habits and characteristics of bears is seldom 
found in primary reading materials. Help build a class book of this 
information by reading to or telling the class about . . . 
BeluiVior of Bears 
Hib ernttti01l 
Care of the Y ormg 
After questions and discussions, the children may summarize in 
their own words what they have learned. The simple facts may be 
written as short stories in a scrap book, or portrayed in a series of 
simple drawings with a one line caption under each. 
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1. List new words learned from the story, such as the fol-













2. List familiar words and refer to them when they are found 
in r eading materials. · 
Here m·e tbe bem·s. 
They look for food. 
They m·e hungry. 
Look, Mothet-! 
See the bem·s eat. 
They like their bt·etikft1St. 
Sniff! Sniff! 
Teddy S1!lells honey. 
Bears like honey. 
It is sweet. 
( 7] 
Black Bear Twins 
SCENE 
LEADER ( 6-6) * 
MAIN TITLE ( 11-17) 
CoMMENTARY 
SEQUENCE A - THE THOMAS FAMILY DISCOVERS BEAR TRACKS 
1. The Family 
(7-24) 
2. Finding Tracks 
( 3-27) 
3. Bear Tracks 
( 3-30) 
4. Looking Around 
(6- 36) 
5. Tracing out Tracks 
( 5-41) 
6. Alice an d Jim 
( 4-45) 
7. Starting back to Camp 
( 5-50) 
The Thomas family, on vaca tion are exploring 
the woods about their camp. 
JIM : "Dad! Look! " 
MR. THOMAS: "What is it, Jim ? Why, they're 
bear tracks ! The tracks -
MR. THOMAS: of two little bear cubs! " 
JIM : " I don't see any tracks of their mother. " 
MRS. THOMAS : "Perhaps they are two little 
orphans." 
MR. THOMAS: ''The tracks turn off into the 
woods here." 
ALICE: "Poor little things, may be they are 
hungry." 
MRS. T HOMAS: "We could put out son\e food 
for them, Alice. " 
JIM : "Could we? Let's do ' Do you think the 
bears know we're here?" 
S EQUENCE B - THE BEARS DISCOVER T H E THOMAS FAMILY 
8. Bear Cubs It looks very much as if the cubs do know that 
(5- 55 ) they are here. 
9. Fami ly Return 
( 3-58) 
The bears are watching the Thomas family as 
they return to their camp. 
*FILM REPLA CEMENT ORDERS 
Both numbers a re 16mm footages. The first number is the length of 
the scene. The second number is the accumulated footage to the end of 
the scene. The reference point from which accumulated footages are 
measured is the picture start mark. This is the frame in the leader 
marked START. 
In order to facilitate replacements, it is imperative that ord ers state 
film title, scene numbers, and footages involved , for example: Black 
Bear Twins, scenes 7 through 10. After 45-foot point print the next 
twenty (20) feet . 
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10. T eddy Comes Out 
( 4-62) 
11. Teddv Rolls Rock 
( 11 -7 3) 
12. Cricket 
(1-74 ) 
13. T eddy Eats Cricket 
( 5-79 ) 
14 . Jenny Finds an old Log 
( 4-83 ) 
15. Teddy Comes 
(6-89 ) 
16. Ant Colony 
( 3-92 ) 
17. Cubs Eati ng Ants 
(7-99 ) 
18. Cubs W alk Away 
(1-100) 
The trai l is now open for the two hung ry little 
bears. 
Hungry, just as Alice thought, and busily look-
ing for food. 
A cricket, for example. 
But a cricket is not even a mouthful. 
There must be something to eat in this old, 
rotten log. 
The strong claws eas ily tear the log apart . 
And here is more food - a colony of ants. 
But a swarm of ants doesn' t sa tisfy two growing 
cubs. They are still very hungry. 
SEQUENCE C - TREATING THE B EARS TO BACON 
19. Bacon for Bears 
( 7-107 ) 
MRS. THOMAS: "H ere is the bacon, D ad ." 
JIM: "Do bears like bacon ?" 
MR. THOMAS: "Just wait and see! Now, 
where sha ll we put it ?" 
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20. Jim Hangs Bacon 
( 5-11 2) 
21. Alice H elps 
(3-115) 
22 . Watching at Night 
(11-1 26) 
?' 
- ). D awn 
( 5-1 31) 
24. Children Watching 
( 3- 134 ) 
25. Bears Find Bacon 
(8-142 ) 
26. Jim calls Paren ts 
( 4-146 ) 
JIM : "W e can hang it on these branches." 
MR. THOM AS: "The low branches you know, 
son, they are just cubs." 
]1M: "W e' ll have to hide the res t of our food. 
The bears might get that, too. " 
]1M: "The bears haven 't come yet." 
MRS. THOMAS: "We've been making too much 
noise all day. Let's go back to bed and keep 
qu iet ; then they' ll come." 
ALICE: "Listen." 
ji M: "Ssh -" 
ALicE: ··c all D ad." 




















Bears Eating Bacon 
(7-153) 








JIM: "Watch them eat the bacon! They like 
it!" 
MR. THOMAS: "Jim! Be quiet, or you'll 
frighten them. ,Bears are very shy." 
ALICE: "Oh, you've scared them." 
SEQUENCE D - BEARS ALONE IN CAMP 




Thomases Go Fishing 
(5-178) 
Bears Come Out 
(2-180) 
Teddy in Chair 
(11-191) 
Teddy Discovers Jam 
(2-193) 
Jenny at Table 
( 5-198) 
Jenny Eats Bacon 
(5-20 3) 




Teddy and Jenny 
(4-213) 




Every morning, the Thomas family eat their 
breakfast by the lake shore, and every morn-
ing-
they are watched closely by the two bear cubs. 
This morning, the Thomases are in such a 
hurry to go fishing that they neglect to clean 
up the dishes. 
This is the chance that the cubs -
have been waiting for. The children have 
named the bear twins. Jim has called this one, 
Teddy. And Teddy's -
made a discovery! Strawberry jam. 
Alice has called the other little cub, Jenny. 
Jenny likes the scraps of bacon. But be careful 
there! Jenny 1 
Careful 1 Too late! 
Jenny, look what you've done. 
The bear twins have had a delicious breakfast 
of bacon and jam. 
Now they are playing the game -
that bear cubs like best of all - wrestling. 
Here, Teddy, that is getting a little too rough. 
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SEQUENCE E - BEARS PLAYING 
45. Discovering Blanket 
(2-234) 
46. Jenny Enters Tent 
(2-236) 
47. Jenny Pulls Blanket 
( 1-237) 
48. Jenny Drops Blanket 
( 1-238) 
49. Jenny Tugs Blanket 
(3-241) 
50. Teddy in Blanket 
( 1-242) 
51. Teddy Tangled Up 
( 4-246) 
52. Teddy Gets Clear 
(4-250) 
53. Jenny Watches 
( 4-254) 
54. Teddy Rolls Ball 
(11-265) 
55. Ball Collapses 
( 1-266) 
56. Teddy Leaves 
( 2-268) 
57. Cubs Run 
( 4-272) 
With the Thomases away fishing, this is -
a good time for the cubs -
to explore the inside of the tent. 
Jenny investigates the blanket. 
Teddy's blanket is causing him a little trouble. 
There, that's better. 
From outside the tent, Jenny is watching. 
Well, Teddy's discovered the ball and finds that 
it can be moved. Be careful. Don't bite a 
hole in it or the air will come out! 
That's about -
enough mischief for one morning. 
SEQUENCE F - BEAR TwiNS AND BEES 
58. Bears in Woods 
(13-285) 
59. Bear's Nose 
( 3-288) 
60 . Bee Tree 
( 6-294) 
61. Bees and Htve 
( 3-297) 
62 . Teddy Climbs Tree 
( 3-300) 
63. Teddy at Hive 
( 2-302) 
Today, the bear twins are walking through the 
forest again looking for something to eat as 
usual. 
They smell something. 
-' 
Something in this old hollow tree? Honey! 
It's honey high up -
in the old hollow tree. 
Bears like honey. 
They will work hard for a taste of it. 
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64. Teddy Rips Hive 
(8- 310) 
65. Bees Attack Teddy 
(2-312) 
66. Teddy Retreats 
(12- 324 ) 
67. Teddy Runs Away 
(2-326) 
68. Teddy in Puddle 
(2- 328) 
69. Teddy Wallows 
(7-3 35 ) 
Teddy uses his paw to tear open the comb. 
The wild bees are excited and dart angrily 
about Teddy. T he bees are trying to protect 
their hive. 
For a while Teddy's thick fur helps -
to save him from their stings. But Teddy finally 
has to give up, and down the tree he goes with 
the bees following. He stops for a moment to 
lick up some honey that has dripped down from 
above. 
Then, he runs to a mud puddle. 
The soft, cool mud feels good and it helps to 
soothe the bee stings. 
SEQUENCE G - TH E BEARS GET A BATH 
70. Bears at Camp 
( 5- 340 ) 
71. Teddy and Jenny 
( 4-344) 
72. Jim leaves Tent 
( 1-345 ) 
After a few days, the bear twins are much less 
timid . 
They have become used to seeing the camp and 
find ing scraps of food. 
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73. Cubs Run for Lake 
( 3-348) 
74. Jump into Lake 
( 3-351) 
75. Children Watch 
(5-356) 
76. Bears Swimming 
(6- 362 ) 
77. Bears Leave Water 
( 3-365) 
78. Bears on Beach 
( 4-369) 
79. Bears Climbing Bank 
(3-372) 
80. The Black Bear Twins 
(6-378) 
END TITLE (5-383) 
TRAILER (2-385) 
The bear twins are still a little shy. 
JIM : "Alice! The bears are going swimming! 
Look!" 
ALICE: "I didn't know bears could swim!" 
JrM: "Just look at them! They can swim bet-
ter than we can." 
JrM: "Here they come." 
AucE: "Where do you think they are going 
now ?" 
JIM: "Oh, they are probably just going back -
to their borne somewhere in the woods." 
JIM: "Goodbye, Teddy!" 
ALICE : "Goodbye, Jenny!" 
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FOREWORD 
The instructional sound film The Sunfish is one of a series of Erpi 
productions on animal life. Taken with its related subjects, The Ft-og, 
Tiny Water Animals, Beach and Sea Animals, Pond Insects, and The 
Snapping Turtle, it makes a valuable contribution to an understanding 
and appreciation of aquatic life. 
The film describes the habitat, characteristics and general develop-
ment of the common sunfish. Nest construction, laying of eggs, 
fertilization, hatching and the development of the young against 
predatory hazards, are among the concepts shown. 
Since the sunfish is probably one of the most widely known species 
of fish, the film will be found applicable to many courses of study on 
marine life. Suggested course of study applications include nature 
study, elementary and general science, biology, zoology, club pro-
grams, and general adult education. 
It is hoped that the suggestions contained in this handbook for 
the use of the film, together with the supplementary information and 
the reading references will be factors in obtaining optimum learning 
values from the film. 
V. C. ARNSPIGER 
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I. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOUND FILM 
THE SUNFISH 
SEQUENCE A - THE LAKE IN SPRING 
Scenes Interpretation 
1. Sunfish Lake Springtime brings new life to the fresh-water 
2 .. Swallows over Water lake. Swallows skim the quiet water. 
3. Heron Catches a Frogl A Heron gets 
4. Devours the Frog its prey in the shallow water. 
5. Wades in Water A few long strides along the shore, 
6. Heron Flies Away and it's off again. 
7. Dragon Fly Dragon-flies ply 
8. Dragon-Flies Hunting the weedy shores, hunting insects, 
9. Dragon-Fly Resting2 but momentarily resting on a swaying stalk. 
10. The Lake After a winter in deeper water, the fish 
11. Shallow Cove move toward the sunlit shallows. In quiet spots 
like these, the story of the Sunfish unfolds. 
SEQUENCE B - CONSTRUCTING THE NEST 
12. Sunfish 
13. Sunfish Among 
Water Plants 
14. Sunfish Turns 
15. Sunfish Swims 
16. Comes to Rest 
17. Eyes and Pectoral Fins 
18. Sunfish Looks Down 
19. Turns Eye 
20. Sunfish Eating 
1 Little green heron . 
It is late in the spring. The Sunfish is back in 
shallow water. This one is five inches long. 
His body is gently rounded and tapered. 
He is well suited for life in the pond. 
The drive is furnished by the taiL 
The paired fins are mainly 
for balance. He has no eyelids. The large eyes 
are so set that he can see 
in almost every direction. 
At this season, he spends much time feeding. 
Watch him take that Dragon-fly nymph! 
2 Ten-spot and whitetail dragonflies . 
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21. Sunfish Catches a Nymph These water insects are sucked in 
22. Takes a Third Nymph 
23. Swallowing the Food 
24. Swims to Sunny Spot 
25. Sunfish Basks in Sun 
26. Sunfish Breathing 
27. Action of Gills 
28. Swims Away 
as he opens his mouth. 
The Sunfish does not chew his food but swal-
lows it whole. 
True to his name, 
he often seeks the sunshine. The patches of 
dark and light blend well with his surroundings. 
He breathes by taking water in through 
his mouth and forcing it out through the gill 
openings. Sunfish are sometimes 
called "pumpkin seed." 
29. Sunfish Chooses Now for a place to make a nest 
Nesting Site 
30. Explores the Site an open sunny spot, usually in less than two 
feet of clear water. A bottom of 
31. Sunfish Takes Position gravel or sand. This looks good! 
32. Sunfish Starts Work He starts to build his nest in the sand. 
33. Sunfish at Work He swishes his tail from side to side and stirs up 
34. Turns Around the water and 
35. Motion of Tail the sand. This powerful motion 
36. Turns of his tail should drive him ahead swiftly, 
37. Motion of Pectoral Fins but he holds his place by ""backing" with these 
front fins. 
38. Sunfish Changes Position He works back and forth across 
39. Faces to the Right the nest from every angle. 
40. Perch Approaches A yellow perch is prowling around in the 
neighborhood 
41. Perch Noses into Nest 
42. Intimidation Pose 
43. Sunfish in 
Fighting Mood 
44. Perch Retreats 
45. Sunfish Returns to Nest 
46. Sunfish Tttrns 
47. Resumes Work 
and noses his way right into the Sunfish nest. 
The Sunfish stops work. What an unfriendly 
expression! 
This is a more active defense, as he darts about 
the nest. 
Yes, better come back later. 
Now, after this intrusion, he can get back to 
work. 
Notice the developing rim of the nest. 
He sweeps the tail vigorously from side to side. 
(2] 
48. Changes Position 
49. Sunfish )JI'orks Furiously The sand flies in all directions. 
50. Turns Around The male Sunii.sh alone prepares the nest. 
51. N est Clearly Completed Just a few more turns and the saucer-like nest 
will be finished. 
SEQUENCE C-SPAWNING 
52. Male on Guard 
53. Male Fanning 
54. Meets Female 
55. Chases Female 
56. H eads Off the Female 
The nest is completed. It is about twice as wide 
as the Sunfish is long. 
And here is a female near 
the nest. H e chases her as he does anything 
that comes near. In and out 
57. Female Approaches Nest they weave among the water plants. They are 
close 
58. Female Enters Nest 
59. Mating Position 
60. Male and Female 
61. Swimming in 
Mated Position 
62. Eggs are lAid 
63. Sunfish-laid Eggs 
64. Female Leaves 
65. Sunfish Eggs 
66. Cluster of Eggs 
to the nest. Finally, the female enters the nest. 
Eggs must be laid. This is the way the eggs are 
laid. 
Round the nest they swim, the male on the out-
side. This female may lay eggs in other nests, 
and several females may lay eggs 
in this nest. They change direction in circling 
the nest. 
At the same time that the female releases eggs, 
the male releases thousands of sperms. In the 
water a sperm enters an egg to fertili ze it. 
Small transparent eggs 
drop to the sand, along with a small white 
cloud of sperm from the male. 
When the female has laid eggs, she leaves, 
while the male remains to guard them. 
A few thousand eggs may be laid in one nest. 
A sticky fluid surrounds the transparent newly-
laid eggs 
and glues them to whatever they touch. 
SEQUENCE D -HATCHING OF EGGS 
67. Male on Guard 
68. Black Bass Appears 
The male spends all night and much of the 
day quietly guarding the nest, 
always ready for enemies like this Black Bass. 
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69. Bass Strikes at Sunfish8 The Black Bass 
70. Bass Charges strikes fiercely. 
71. Sunfish on Guard The Sunfish holds his ground in defending his 
nest 
72. Sunfish Intimidates Sometimes, only this pose is necessary to dis-
courage an unwelcome visitor. 
73. Eggs Showing Change Thirty-six hours later the eggs 
With Age 
74. Eggs Opaque are no longer clear. A young fish 
75. Eggs Thirty-six Hours is developing within each one. 
76. Desultory Fanning The female Sunfish takes no part in the care of 
the nest. The male alone keeps it clean 
77. Golden Shiners Massing and protects it against enemies. These Golden 
Shiners are set to raid the nest. 
78. Male Faces Invaders 
79. Shiners Surge Toward 
Nest 
80. Shiners Attack 
81. Shiners Raid Nest 
But the Sunfish is ready too! 
Here they come ! A mass attack! Watch the 
Sunfish try to fight 
them all at once. 
They charge again ! Some of them manage to 
root up the sand. 
82. Male on Guard But most of the eggs have been saved. The 
Shiners may come back. 
83. Baited Hook Careful, there's a hook in that worm! 
84. Male Bites Not in that piece! 
85. Boy in Boat One shouldn't fish for a male while he is guard-
ing a nest. 
86. Male Nibbling Will the eggs be left with no protector? He 
seems very careful and takes only small pieces. 
87. Bobber Action If the bobber goes under, he may have taken 
the hook! 
88. Cleaning the Hook But no! He's safe this time. 
89. Eggs Starting to Hatch These eggs, about four days old, are hatching. 
See the wriggling young fish inside. 
90. Egg Hatching This one has just hatched. It is only about a 
quarter of an inch long and almost transparent. 
91. Action of Hearl The heart of the young Sunfish is beating fast, 
sending blood all over the body. 
92. Newly Hatched Fish The large yolk sac beneath supplies food for 
the first two days. They cannot really swim 
s Large·mouthed black bass. 
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93. The Yolk Sac with the yolk sac, but they do flip about. After 
the yolk sac 
94. Young Rising from Nest is gone, the fish are ready to leave the nest. 
Of these thousands of Sunfish, only a few may 
survive and grow into adults. 
SEQUENCE E -DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG 
95. School of Young 
96. One Month Old 
97. School Passes Over 
Old Nest 
98. Foraging Pickerel 
99. Pickerel's Head 
100. School Re-forms 
101. School Goes Among 
Plant Stems 
102. School of Yotmg 
Meet Adults 
103. Adult Hunts Food 
104. Adult Feeding 
lOS. School of One Year 
Old Sunfish 
106. Single One Year Old 
107. Two Year Old Stmfish 
108. One Year Olds 
Meets Adults 
Midsummer has come. The young Sunfish are 
now one month old. They are still almost 
transparent 
and are now about half an inch long. 
The young Sunfish swim about in a school. Here 
they pass over the old nest. 
This pickerel likes young Sunfish for his dinner. 
There goes one! The rest 
have scattered, but the pickerel is looking for 
more. 
Most of them got away, but each time the 
school grows smaller. 
Food for Sunfish is plentiful here among these 
plant stems. 
Compare the size of these month-old Sunfish 
with the grown-up ones. Many kinds of insects, 
large and small, cling to these plants. 
There goes a mosquito larva. In the neighbor-
hood 
is another school of Sunfish that hatched a year 
ago .. They are about 
two inches long. 
Next year at this time the one year olds will 
be as large as these two year olds. 
A few more years and they will look like these 
old fellows. 
109. School of One Year Olds Once again the Sunfish have nested. If they can 
eat 
110. Sunfish in Deeper Water and not be eaten; if they escape .fishhook, silt, 
pollution, disease, or freezing 
111. Sunfish another year may witness the story repeated 
112. Sunfish Turns in many shaiJow waters of our pond. 
The End of the Film 
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II. SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE FILM 
Presentation Procedure: 
The instructional value of a film is enhanced by proper presenta-
tion. Essentially, this consists of preparing the group for seeing the 
film, having the apparatus and the classroom ready for the showing, 
and guiding the class in a series of activities that correlate with 
successive showings of the picture. It is highly desirable for the 
teacher to preview the film in order to become thoroughly familiar 
with its content. Where this is not possible, the scene-by-scene 
description provided in the previous section of this handbook should 
be read carefully. This will allow the teacher to note aspects of the 
film which should be discussed with the class in advance of the film 
showing. It will also make possible the planning of film-correlated 
study projects. 
It has been demonstrated that a successful film showing may be 
built upon the following procedure: (a) Before each film presenta-
tion, make certain that specific purposes for seeing the film are 
clear in the minds of all members of the class; (b) Immediately fol-
lowing each presentation, conduct a class discussion with the follow-
ing objectives in mind: ( 1) to determine the degree to which the 
purposes set up before the showing have been accomplished ; ( 2) to 
discover the interests aroused by the film that may be made the 
basis for creative study activities in group and individual projects ; 
( 3) to correct any misconceptions which may have arisen, and to 
detect questions which may be answered by additional film showings. 
Naturally, the full contribution of the film can be realized only if 
the latter is presented several times, each showing being devoted to 
one or more specific purposes. 
General Applications: 
The instructional sound film, The Sunfish, makes a significant con-
tribution to the study of animal life. While much has been written, 
especially on game fishes, for the sportsman and other adults with 
special interests, fish life in general has been largely neglected in 
popular literature. This is particularly true of literature for children. 
Fewer stories are written about fish than about many other common 
animals. Discussions of fish in children's texts are often slight. Thus, 
for children as well as for older students, this film will be particu-
larly useful. 
For young children, The Sunfish will serve not only as a picture-
story but as a picture-story in action. For older children, it provides 
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an introduction to water life, and acquaintance with some pond 
inhabitants, their ways of life and their relationship with each other. 
In general science, biology, zoology or ecology, this film serves as 
an excellent supplement to laboratory studies, particularly in present-
ing phases which cannot be conveniently or currently studied in the 
field. Since the habits of the common sunfish are similar to those of 
the black basses, which are important game fishes, the film can be 
used with adult groups, to help develop a fuller appreciation of 
animal life and to lead to better understanding of conservation 
problems. 
Suggested Study Projects: 
An excellent way to study an animal is to watch it. Much that 
we know about animals has been learned in this way. In Classroom 
instruction, it is the difference between science and 1·eading about 
science. To watch fish in action is more interesting than any study 
by means of words alone. This film brings the sunfish to life and 
gives helpful hints on how to study it in its own environment. For 
sud1 study, whether in the classroom or in the pond, the sunfish is a 
wise choice. 
Suggestions for study in the pond. - If plans are carefully laid, 
a trip to observe a colony of sunfish at spawning time has the 
possibility of being unusually successful. The fish are in shallow 
water and are easy to see. They refuse to go far from their nests or 
to stay away long except under great stress. Thus, one can depend 
on them to be there when watchers arrive. While it is often difficult 
to observe the activities of land animals with a large group, the sun-
fish will probably be undisturbed if a few precautions are taken. It 
should not be difficult to find sunfish in any neighborhood in the 
large area where sunfish are found. They live in most quiet bodies 
of water where there is sufficient food, little pollution, and shallow 
water with a fairly hard bottom for nesting. The nests are not hard 
to find. They stand out clearly as clean-looking round spots on 
the bottom. 
Plans for the trip: 
1. Learn where sunfish are from boys or from local sportsmen, 
and go to the place yourself. 
2. Make certain that the sunfish are nesting at the time. 
3. Choose places on the shore where they may be easily observed. 
4. Choose a time for the trip, if possible, when the sun is high 
in the sky in order to avoid the difficulty of surface reflection. 
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If the trip cannot be made under these ideal light conditions, a 
pair of polaroid glasses will cut the reflection and make obser-
vation possible. These glasses are now widely used by auto-
mobile drivers and are found in many homes. 
5. Divide the class into groups to observe and report on activities 
at different points. 
6. At the pond, approach the fish slowly, a small group at a time. 
7. A void sudden movements. Ordinary talking will not disturb 
the fish but a suddenly pointed finger may. 
8. Stand quietly and watch, the fish will do the rest. 
Suggestions for Aquarium Study. - A fish is easier to keep in 
the schoolroom than many other animals. It is more likely to stay 
where it is put ; it requires little food; and it -is easily seen in its 
glass container. Its habits may be studied at closer range in an 
aquarium than in the pond. Such things as how the fish uses its 
body and fins in swimming; how it breathes; and how it eats may 
be watched in detail. It may even be trained to come to a certain 
place when the glass is tapped, if it is always fed at that place. 
The sunfish thrives in an aquarium and also adds to the beauty of 
one. Space does not permit giving directions here for setting up a 
balanced aquarium, but a few suggestions for the care of the fish 
may be helpful. Use one small fish in a fairly large aquarium. 
Sunfish do not get on well with other fish in captivity. Use water 
from the pond where the sunfish was collected, not from the tap. Do 
not handle the fish, particularly with dry hands. Feed the fish spar-
ingly and slowly. The sunfish will not eat the bits which fall to 
the bottom and uneaten food will foul the water unless it is removed. 
The sunfish can be fed prepared fish food, but it naturally prefers 
bits of worm, raw liver, raw beef and dried shrimp. Flies and 
other insects are readily taken. The fish will also benefit considerably 
from an occasional oyster suspended in the aquarium on a thread 
for an hour or so and then removed. 
Other Activities : 
1. If there are no sunfish in lakes and ponds nearby, try to find 
out why. Is the water heavily polluted? Are there no shallow 
areas for nesting? Is the mud in the shallows too deep for 
good nesting grounds ? 
2. Look for other nesting fishes in the creeks and ponds nearby. 
3. Visit a pet shop or an aquarium to observe sunfish, if possible, 
or to compare what has been learned of the sunfish with 
what can be observed of other fish. 
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4. Draw on the group for interesting fishing experiences. 
5. Have an exhibit of the various kinds of fishing tackle and bait 
used by members of the class. 
6. Procure scales of several kinds of fish from a fish market or 
from fishermen. Examine them with a magnifying glass and 
note how they differ. 
Learning Outcomes: 
Certain science facts which may result from a study of the film and 
accompanying materials will be immediately significant to students. 
Among these are the following: 
1. Fish are fitted for their way of life. 
2 . Fish breathe oxygen dissolved in water. 
3. All fish hatch from eggs. 4 
4. Some fish make nests. 
5. Some fish care for their eggs and young. 
6. Many fish eat other animals. 
7. Most fish have many enemies. 
These science facts and others which may be brought out will 
contribute to the ultimate understanding of science principles, such as 
the following, which apply to living things in general. 
1. There is great variety in the structure and habits of animals. 
2. There is a struggle for existence among living things. 
3. Life survives in part through adaptation to its environment. 
4. Living things are interdependent. 
5. Life comes from life. 
6. Living things reproduce in various ways. 
III. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
Active participation in any part of our great conservation program 
is most effective when it is based on interest and understanding. 
Both of these depend largely on acquaintance with the things to be 
conserved. As far as the fish are concerned, this film provides one 
-of the essentials- acquaintance with a fish 's way of life. 
4 Some fish eggs hatch within the body of the female and the young are "born alive." 
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Fish inhabit the waters of the earth from tiny brooks to the depths 
of the ocean. Rivers, lakes, pools and riffies, the seas all have their 
characteristic fishes. With a few exceptions, they live their entire 
lives under water, and breathe by means of gills. Few other back-
boned animals have a similar way of life. For such a life, fish are 
well-fitted. Their limbs are developed as fins and their streamlining 
has never been improved upon. Being cold-blooded, their body 
temperature varies with that of the water.5 Some 20,000 species 
of fish are known and about one-fifth of these are found in the 
fresh waters of North America and in the surrounding seas. 
Body Structure of Fishes: 
The outermost covering in most fishes is a layer of live skin, which 
contains glands that secrete a protective coat of mucus or slime. It 
is this coating which makes a fish slippery and often hard to hold. 
The slime is of utmost importance to the fish. It protects the live 
tissues from attacks of bacteria, fungi and many other parasites. It 
is one of the reasons why fish like the eel are able to migrate from 
fresh to salt water, and salmon to leave the ocean and travel up 
fresh-water rivers. Wherever fish go, this coating acts as a lubricant, 
allowing them to move more swiftly. Because this film of slime is 
easily destroyed, a fish should not be handled with dry hands if 
one wishes it to remain healthy. 
Beneath this thin outer skin are the scales, which are produced by 
the inner or dermal layer. In different fishes, they may be large 
or small, rough or smooth, evident or buried under thick skin. 
Newly-hatched fish have no scales. Some, like the North American 
catfish, never achieve them, but in most fish they appear soon. As 
the fish grows, the body is kept covered, not by adding scales but 
by adding new material to each of the original scales. In some fish, 
where these successive additions are especially clear, the scales bear a 
record of the fish's life. Those who know how to read them can 
tell, with a fair degree of certainty, the age of the fish, its size in 
previous years, and how large it was at the time of the first breed-
ing season. This knowledge has been especially important in deter-
mining legal regulations to prevent some kinds of valuable fish from 
being caught before they have reproduced at least once. Unfortunately 
the spawning marks are clear in only a few species. 
Fish have at least one claim to beauty in their color. Many have a 
brilliance and beauty of pattern that vies even with the birds. In 
their ability to change color, some rival the chameleon5a. For iri-
descence, they are outstanding among the animal groups. In many 
5 See sound film Control of Body Temperature. 
Ga See sound film How Nature Prot.cti Animaii. 
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fresh-water fishes, the color, especially of the males, is greatly inten-
sified at spawning time. 
The framework of fishes consists mainly of the backbone, the fins 
with the bones whid1 support them, and the bones of the head. 
There are two sets of paired fins which correspond to our arms and 
legs. Of these, the pectoral fins are fastened on the sides near the 
gill openings. The ventral fins vary in position, but are usually 
below and behind the pectorals. The single tail fin is familiar to 
all. Of the two remaining fins, the dorsal (one or more) is on the 
back, and the anal below, in front of the tail fin and behind the vent. 
The driving force for swimming comes from the tail which is 
powered by the great bands of muscles on the sides of the body and 
tail. They form the flesh we use as food. These muscles contract 
in succession from head to tail, first on one side and then on the 
other. Thus by pushing against the water with alternate strokes the 
fish moves ahead. None of the fins is absolutely essential to the fish, 
but it is able to maneuver more adroitly with them. They are useful 
for sud1 things as balance, as brakes for sudden stops, and to some 
extent for steering. It is more difficult to move through water than 
through air, but the water largely supports the weight of a fish 
moving through it. Thus the fish can use most of its energy for 
"going places." As the mucous coat lubricates, the jet of water 
from the gill openings also makes movement easier. 
Nervous System and Senses: 
The nervous system of fish is, in general, similar to our own. The 
brain is more simple in structure, and lacks almost entirely the areas 
usually assigned to thought. Thus fish probably are able to learn 
little. They are, however, able to see, hear, smell, taste and feel. 
Vision in fishes is thought to be acute, especially at close range. 
The fish has a better eye for seeing in water than we do. This is 
mainly because the lens is spherical, a better type for use in the dim 
underwater light. The iris of a fish's eye does not regulate the size 
of the pupil as does ours . Another remarkable difference is that 
the fish has no eyelid. Perhaps it does not need one. Our eyelid 
is used to keep the eye moist and clean. A fish's eye is always wet 
and washed. 
The ears are not visible. Fish lack the outer and middle ears, and 
have only the inner one within the skull. It is probably through 
the bones of the skull that some sound waves are transmitted to the 
ears . Other sounds, especially those of very low pitch, are sensed by 
the lateral line. This is a strange organ which does not appear in 
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land animals and is not present in all fishes. It is visible in most 
fish as a line along the side from the gill opening to the tail. 
Unfortunate exceptions are some of the common tropical aquarium 
fishes such as guppies and platies. It is a tube filled with mucus 
and opening to the outside through pores. 
In fish, the nostrils have nothing to do with breathing. They are 
used only to smell. In most fishes, there are two on each side of the 
head in front of the eye. One carries water into the closed sac 
lined with the organs of smell. The other carries the water out. 
Some taste buds are found on the hard, immovable tongue, some in 
the throat, and others in stranger places. The barbels or "feelers" 
of catfish, filaments which look like whiskers around their mouths, 
are sensitive to taste. Some catfish have taste buds practically all 
over their bodies. Fish such as these, which feed on muddy bottoms 
seem to locate their food by smell and taste. In other fish, sight 
is more important. 
The fish's organs of touch, like ours, are scattered all over the 
body. In addition, the lateral line acts as a long distance organ of 
touch, sensing approaching objects. It also warns of abrupt changes 
in heat and cold . While fish are cold-blooded and able to accom-
modate to a considerable range of temperature, sudden changes are 
very bad. For the comfort and health of the fish, this should be 
remembered when they are put into an aquarium or the water changed. 
It is difficult to be sure how much fish feel pain since they are 
pitifully lacking in the usual means of expression. 
Internal Systems: 
A few fish are vegetarians, some thrive on a mixed diet, but most 
fish feed on other animals. Water insects, u crustaceans, worms and 
mollusks, 7 among others, are important fish foods. Some fish eat 
their own eggs or those of other fish. The majority also eat other 
fish and many have no aversion to sampling their own young. The 
profits of the fish fancier are sometimes reduced because of this 
habit. Some fish feed at the surface, some are bottom feeders , but 
the majority feed at varying levels between. The mouths usually 
show a corresponding variation. They may open directly in front, 
either upward or downward, or at some angle between the two. 
Most fish have teeth in the mouth but they do not use them as we 
do. In the carnivorous fish, they are used to hold the prey while 
it is being swallowed whole. The size and shape of both the mouth 
and its teeth vary according to the kind of food eaten. Grinding 
6 See sound film Pond InseciJ. 
7 See sound film Beach and Sea A nimaiJ. 
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teeth are present in many fish but are located in the throat. Here, 
food may be safely crushed, if it is crushed at all, without obstruct-
ing breathing. 
The opening of the food tube is closed except when the fish is 
swallowing. If water were allowed to pass constantly into the stom-
ach, the digestive juices would become too dilute to be of use. 
Fresh water fish probably do not drink. They are thought to absorb 
the water they need directly into the blood through the gills. On 
the other hand, it is thought that salt-water fish do drink since the 
necessary absorption probably does not take place in salt water. The 
useless salt is then removed from the blood and returned to the sea 
by the gills. 
The remainder of the digestive system is fairly similar to ours, 
but among the fishes the length of the intestine varies according to 
diet. As you clean your catch, a look will tell you what the fish 
ate before you eat the fish. In plant eaters, the intestine is often 
several times the length of the body and therefore coiled. In animal 
eaters, the intestine is essentially a short, straight tube. 
The liver in fishes is exceptionally large. This is fortunate since 
that organ in some fishes is important to us as a source of vitamins. 
All animals breathe in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide. The 
oxygen used by fish is dissolved in the water and originally came 
from the air. Instead of lungs, fish have gills composed of many 
slender filaments through which the blood flows. In breathing, water 
enters through the mouth, passes over the gills, and out through the 
gill opening. While in contact with the delicate filaments, the water 
is close to the blood. Here, oxygen is taken into the blood stream 
and carbon dioxide is given off. In front of the gills, many fish have 
gill-rakers which strain solid objects such as food from the current. 
Many fish have an air bladder which lies between the stomach and 
the backbone. Some fish use it in a minor way in respiration. In 
fresh-water fishes with an air-bladder, it serves as a float; most of 
those which lack it live on or near the bottom. A few fish use it 
to produce sounds. However, the complete role played by the air 
bladder in fishes' activities is not perfectly understood. 
The blood in fish, as in all animals, carries essential materials 
to all parts of the body and useless ones away. The circulatory system 
is similar to our own but more simple. Instead of two circuits, 
there is only one; the blood is not returned to the heart from the 
gills but goes directly to the organs. The blood is red, like ours, 
since it contains hemoglobin which carries oxygen, but there is less 
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oxygen in fish blood. Pound for pound, man requires fifty times 
as much oxygen as a fish. 
Some waste materials are thrown off through the gills and prob-
ably the skin but most are removed by the kidneys. The excretory 
system of fishes is, however, less efficient than any other. This is 
not without compensation since the colorless crystals of waste de-
posited in the skin add greatly to the iridescent effect of the fish's color 
and are a valuable source of nitrate fertilizer. 
Reproduction: 
Famous migrations of fishes such as the salmon and eel at spawning 
time are familiar stories. The journeys of most fish are shorter. In 
general, fresh-water fish move upstream or into the shallows of lakes 
or ponds. 
The number of eggs laid by a single fish varies greatly. More than 
nine million eggs may be laid by one large cod. Eggs of the black 
basses number at most in the low thousands. Among the guppies, 
whose eggs hatch within the body of the female, a family of fifty 
is a large one. 
Unlike the eggs of land animals, fish eggs have no hard shell 
and are usually fertilized as they are laid. The eggs of many marine 
fishes float at the surface while those of fresh-water fish, in general, 
sink to the bottom. The time required for hatching varies according 
to the water temperature and perhaps according to the size of the 
egg. In general, large eggs require a longer time and eggs of any 
species hatch more slowly in cool water than in warm water. Most 
eggs are laid in the spring in water which is becoming warmer. 
Notable exceptions are some salmon and some trout, which breed 
in the fall, thus, the interval for hatching may vary from as little 
as two days with some fish, to months, as in the case of the brook 
trout. This delaying action of low temperatures makes possible the 
transportation of some eggs for artificial propagation. 
Parental care of eggs and young varies in different fish. Most 
marine fish and such fresh-water fishes as the carp simply deposit 
their eggs in the water and abandon them. Survival of their young 
is a matter of chance, but their eggs are usually laid in enormous 
numbers. Fish which give a measure of care to eggs or young or 
both generally lay fewer eggs. Among the trout, the females prepare 
a series of crude nests, but after the eggs are laid and fertilized 
the parent fish desert the scene. The male of the common bullhead 
makes a nest, guards it after the eggs are laid, and may be seen 
convoying a small cloud of jet-black young for some days after they 
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have hatched. Nests of fishes are of several types. The bullheads, 
black basses, the sunfish and others make depressions in the bottom 
by fanning movements with the tail. Others, like the fall fish, build 
piles of pebbles, often of thousands of stones, carried usually one 
by one in the mouth. The stickleback builds a muff-like nest of 
plant materials, sometimes suspended among water weeds. Fish nests 
are often constructed by the males alone, and the males in most cases 
assume the entire responsibility for care of the family. 
The size of newly-hatched fish depends upon the size of the egg. 
The most conspicuous feature of young fry is the yolk-sac which 
extends along the underside of the body. At first, it is so large 
that it is difficult for the young fish to move about. Fry of different 
fish live on the food in the remainder of the egg for varying lengths 
of time and it gradually disappears. Even the young of the guppies 
and other live-bearers are furnished with food in this way and the 
mother's body is little more than a nest. 
Economic V altte: 
One reason for establishing some of the American colonies was to 
set up fishery stations on this continent. Fishing is one of our 
oldest industries and is still an important one. More than 200,000 
people earn their living through the commercial fisheries. Billions 
of pounds of fish are taken each year and millions of dollars are 
spent for fish or fish products. Fish for food, fresh, salted, smoked, 
canned and frozen, is by far the greatest product. Other of im-
portance are: fish oils, used in making leather; the well-known liver 
oils, prized for their vitamin content; fish meal, used as food for 
domestic animals ; and fish fertilizer, an excellent source of nitrates. 
The value of fish as food for other fish is also of great economic 
importance. Fishing as a recreation contributes to the health and 
well-being of man. The hours spent in the fresh air and sunshine 
are both refreshing and invigorating. Whether fishing with vaunted 
fly or lowly worm, the angler comes home with a lighter heart. 
Unfortunately, good places to fish, both for business and pleasure, 
are limited by the pollution of our waters. 8 
The Sunfish: 
The common sunfish or pumpkin seed is well named: it is found 
over a wide area; it seems to prefer sunny places ; and it is shaped 
like a pumpkin seed. It is also noted for its beauty of color. Many 
iridescent tints play over the body, and each of the gill covers is 
marked by a brilliant red spot, bordered at the front with black. 
8 See sound film C onurt1atio11 of Natural ReJourceJ. 
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These spots are the so-called ear-spots, which, however, have nothing 
to do with hearing. The sunfish lives in quiet waters, especially 
lakes and ponds. It is found in the East from Georgia to southern 
Canada and west through the Great Lakes region and the upper 
Mississippi River system to Missouri and the Dakotas. There are 
several other kinds of sunfish, such as the bluegill and the long-eared 
sunfish. The black basses also belong to the same family, and the 
habits of all are similar. 
The common sunfish is seldom more than eight inches long except 
in the larger lakes. Its size and rate of growth depends upon the food 
supply. Thus, in one pond, an adult fish may be small and in 
another large. The food consists mainly of many kinds of small 
water animals such as water insects, snails and crustaceans. Sunfish 
are, in turn, sometimes eaten by other fish, some snakes, fish-eating 
birds, and some other animals. The eggs of the sunfish, like those of 
many other fishes, often become the food of other fish. 
During the summer, the sunfish inhabit the shallower water, where 
they spawn and feed. In winter, they are less active and lie in the 
deeper water. The spawning season is in May and June, beginning 
late in May in the north, earlier in the south. The males are the 
first to arrive in the shallows, and as nesting time approaches their 
color becomes increasingly brilliant. 
Each male builds his nest alone, but usually several sunfish build 
in the same area, making a colony of nests sometimes within a few 
feet of each other. The most favored site is a bottom of gravel or 
sand which is free of shade, and in less than two feet of water. The 
nests are clean-looking, saucer-like depressions fanned out by the 
tail. The fine, loose, bottom materials form the rim. Larger objects 
are carried out of the nest in the mouth. Throughout the nesting 
season, the male stays at or near his nest and defends it from all 
comers. When another fish approaches, he assumes an "Indian 
Chieftain" attitude by spreading his fins, lifting his gill-covers and 
opening his mouth. If more than warning is needed, he will chase 
the intruder away or attack if the nest is entered. Even an approaching 
female is driven away. Though usually smaller, she eventually 
overrides the male's defense and enters the nest but only when her 
eggs must be laid immediately. Then, the mated pair circle the nest, 
dropping a few eggs and many sperms at intervals. After spawning, 
the female leaves, having no part in the care of the nest. Several 
different females may visit the same nest during the season. Likewise, 
one female may spawn in several nests at different times. 
The eggs are small, about one-twelfth of an inch in diameter, and 
as many as 14,000 have been found in one nest. While they are 
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developing on the floor of the nest, the male fans them gently with . 
his tail. This prevents their suffocation by the collecting silt. The 
eggs hatch in from two to six days, the exact length of time depending 
on the water temperature. 
The young are about one-fourth inch long and are provided with a 
yolk-sac. This food supply lasts for two or more days, again accord-
ing to the water temperature. Then the tiny fish leave the nest to 
find food in the water, and no longer have the protection of the 
male. When the last of the season's young have left the nest, the 
male leaves also. The young fish feed all summer and grow rapidly. 
At the end of that time, they may have increased their length to an 
inch and a half. Many become the food of fish and other creatures. 
They are sometimes raised with bass for that purpose. 
Unlike many fish, the sunfish will feed during spawning. Thus, 
they readily take the hook, and the eggs are sometimes robbed of 
the male's protective care by uninformed young fishermen. The same 
thing occurs with the more highly prized bass and the population 
of both may be severely reduced in this way. Conservation laws 
prevent the taking of bass at spawning time in many places, but the 
sunfish's protection is a growing conservation attitude. 
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IV. READING REFERENCES 
Many books on water life contain short accounts of the life of the sun£sh. 
Few of these books, including some of the excellent ones listed below, will 
agree in detail with the activities shown in this film and the information given 
in the film and handbook. This fact is not serious, even if the books are 
used with the students. They will be fortunate if they learn early in life 
that information becomes out-dated by newer knowledge, just as machines are 
out-moded by new inventions. In fact, such discrepancies, in their sources 
of information will provide excellent motivation for a .field trip and stimulate 
the best type of scienti£c attitude, that of going to the real thing to End the 
truth rather than of depending entirely on the written word as proof. 
For Teachen and Older Stttdellts: 
BERRIDGE, WALTER S. All Abortt Fish and Other Denizens of tbe Seas and 
Rivers. New York : Robert M. McBride & Company, 1934. General 
information, written by an English author. 
CoMSTOCK, ANNA B. Handbook of Nature Stttdy. Ithaca, N. Y. : Comstock 
Publishing Company, Inc., 1941. A most useful book, containing detailed 
life histories of the sun£sh and of several other fresh-water £shes, as 
well as of other creatures mentioned in the film. 
CURTIS, BRIAN. The Life Story of the Fish. New York: D. Appleton-Cen-
tury Company, Inc., 1938. An accurate, interestingly written book of 
general information about £shes and their way of life, and the source 
of much of the material in this handbook. 
HEGNER, ROBERT. Parade of the Animal Ki11gdom. New York: The Macmil-
lan Company, 1935. Contains a good general account of .fish and fish life. 
INNES, WILLIAM T. The Complete Aquarium Book. New York: Blue 
Ribbon Books, Inc., 1936. A new edition of a helpful reference. 
LAGORCE, JoHN 0 . and others. The Book of Fishes. Washington, D. C.: 
National Geographic Society, 1924. Articles and fish biographies, well 
illustrated in color and with photographs. The pictures make this book 
useful with children. 
MooRE, CLIFFORD B. The Book of lP"ild Pets. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, 1937. A well-illustrated book, which devotes a generous section to 
"The aquarium." 
MoRGAN, ANNA HAVEN. Field Book of Animals in Winter. New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1939. Contains a good account of the winter habits 
of fresh-water fishes. 
MoRGAN, ANNA HAVEN. Field Book of Ponds and Streams. New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1930. An excellently illustrated popular guide to 
the study of plants and animals found in and near water. It can be 
used also by children of the upper grades. 
NoRMAN, J. R. A History of Fishes. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Com-
pany, 1931. An interesting answer to many questions about the life and 
habits of fish. The best general book on fishes to date. 
Many states have published popular information on the fishes of various 
regions. Information concerning such publications can usually be obtained 
from state conservation departments or fish and game comll)issions. 
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For Children: 
EIFRIG, CHARLES W. G. Om· Great Olttdoors: Reptiles, A mphibians and 
Fishes. Chicago: Rand, McNally & Company, 1930. A general survey, 
followed by short accounts of many American species, suitable for use 
in grades 6 to 8. 
FULLER, RAYMOND T . Along the Brook. New York: Reyna! & Hitchcock, 
193 1. A small guidebook, containing information on several common 
fish, including the sunfish, and on other inhabitants of fresh water. 
Grades 5 to 7. 
HAIG-BROWN, R. L. Silver, the Life Story of an Atlantic Salmon. New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1931. A story, for grades 7 to 9. 
HowEs, PAUL GRISWOLD. Backyard Explonttion . Garden City, N . Y. 
Doubleday, D oran & Company, 1935 . Interesting information about 
familiar animals of the northeas t, excluding birds and mammals, and 
devoting several chapters to fish of fresh, salt and brackish waters. 
Grade 6 and above. 
HowEs, PAUL GRISWOLD. Hand Book fo1· the Cm·iow. New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1936. Included in this useful reference book are short 
accounts of many fish and other water animals of eastern North America. 
Grade 6 and above. 
MANN, PAUL B. a11d H ASTINGS, GEORGE T . Out-of-Doors: a Guide to 
Nalllre. New York: Henry Holt & Company, Inc. , 1932. Includes a 
helpful chapter on fishes, including suggestions for maintaining an 
aquarium. Grades 5 to 9. 
MELLEN, IDA M . T he Yotmg Folks' Book of Fishes. New York: Dodd, 
Mead & Company, 1927. Interesting general discussions, together with 
many suggestions about maintaining fish in aquaria. For grades 6 to 8. 
MoRGAN, ALFRED P. An Aquarium Book for Boys and Gids. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1936. An excellent, simple guide for maintaining 
an aquarium including much information about aquarium inhabitants. 
For grades S to 8. 
PoRTER, W. P. and HANsEN, E. A. The Pond Book. New York : American 
Book Company, 1936. Simple information about the bullhead, the stickle-
back, and other pond creatures . Grades 4 to 7. 
SMALLEY, jANET. D o Y ou Know About Fishes? New York: William 
Morrow & Company, 1936. A picture book with simple text, for grades 
2 to 4. 
In addition to these references, stories of fish and fish life may be found 
in varivus sets of graded readers and in elementary science textbooks. A 
particularly complete account is contained in "How and Why Discoveries," 
Book VI. of the Scientific Living Series, by George W . Fraiser and Helen 
D olman, published by the L. W. Singer Company, Syracuse, N. Y. 
For the Reader with Scientific Interest: 
BREDER, C. M., ]R. The Reproductive Habits of the N orth American Sun-
fishes (Family Centrarchidae ). New York: New York Zoological Society, 
1936. A detailed, scientific discussion of the breeding habits of several 
species of North American Sunfishes, including the common sunfish, 
the subject of this film. 
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PREFACE 
This handbook is planned to help the elementary 
school teacher use the sound film Come1'vation of 
Nattt1'al Resom ces to the best advantage in her 
program. The organization of materials will make 
it easy for the teacher to outline plans for pupil 
activities and to adopt the suggestions to local 
methods and requirements. 
The content is intended primarily for the teach-
er's own information but many sections are suitable 
for reading to the class. The teacher may select 
from this content ideas to be developed with the 
pupils. Correlating activities are suggested for use 
in connection with the content, and the variety of 
culminating projects presented should prove an 
invaluable aid to the class. 
The description of the sound film Conset"vation 
of Natural Resout"ces will assist the teacher in 
preparing for discussions before and after film 
presentation. From the list of references the teacher 
may choose suitable material to supplement the 
film. 
Acknowledgment is made to the Division of 
Motion Pictures, United States Department of the 
Interior, for valuable pictorial material included 
in the sound film. 
V. C. ARNSPIGER 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important problems facing the serious 
student of American life concerns the proper use of our ma-
terial resources. The droughts, floods, pollution of waters, 
and destruction of land, as well as economic disasters of recent 
years, have caused thoughtful people everywhere to consider 
how best our heritage of natural riches may be used. It is 
imperative that we stop the present waste and misuse of re-
sources. The best time to start doing this is today and the 
place to start is in the public school. The degree to which 
conservation can be attained in the United States depends 
ultimately upon how effectively the schools can build up a 
citizenry which is informed concerning such a program. 
This unit is intended as an introduction to a study of the 
conservation of our natural resources. It is hoped that it will 
be suggestive to the teacher and stimulating to the pupil. The 
·content is not presented as subject matter to be learned, but 
rather as skeletal material upon which a real understanding 
of the problem may be built. This is to be accomplished by 
utilizing the past experiences of the pupils and by stimulating 
the class to new activities under the guidance of the teacher. 
It is important that the sound film be regarded as an integral 
part of the experience necessary to an understanding of the 
study at hand and not simply an added attraction. The sound 
film, Conservation of our Natural Resources, introduces the 
. many problems connected with our present use of resources 
and points out the efforts which have been made to solve them. 
To a large extent it is self-introductory, but the teacher will find 
its effectiveness increased if the class is prepared for the presen-
tation. Leading questions might be asked and the film con-
sulted for the answers. 
[ 1 J 
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II. THE SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
OF THE UNIT 
The following specific objectives should be considered by 
the teacher: 
a. To introduce the subject of conservation in a manner 
which will challenge the pupil and instil in him the desire to 
participate effectively in furthering it. 
b. To broaden the pupil's concept of conservation to include 
planning for effective use, as well as for prevention of waste, 
of natural resources. 
c. To present the historical aspects of conservation in order 
to help the pupil to understand its present status. 
d. To teach what has been done and what may be done 
toward solving the problem of resource waste. 
III. OVERVIEW 
It is important that the pupils should see conservation as a 
dynamic and continuing set of policies intended to aid pres~nt 
use rather than as hoarding for the future. A consideration of 
the thoughtless waste of our resources in the past should lead 
the student to an understanding of what has brought about 
present problems. For the pioneer it was necessary to clear 
the land in order to farm. The waste involved was at first 
largely a necessary exploitation of forest and soil, but the 
"after-us-the-deluge" attitude exhibited later by many of the 
lumber barons, land companies, petroleum producers, and 
others, is evidence of a short-sighted point of view which is 
fundamentally wrong. If the pupils can form their own 
opinions on these matters from the evidence presented, they 
will probably derive a more lasting interest in the subject. 
A review of the conservation movement from its beginnings 
should help pupils to realize the magnitude of the problem 
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and the thought which has been given to it by national leaders. 
The pioneer activities of Gifford Pinchot and Theodore Roose-
velt particularly should be carefully studied. Such an approach 
to the present situation will reveal current programs for con-
servation as the outgrowth of long years of effort rather than 
as a matter of administrative politics. 
In so far as possible the teachers should start with the 
familiar aspects involved. Few localities are without some type 
of wasteful exploitation or attempted conservation. Rural 
communities will have problems of soil erosion, or perhaps, of 
forest conservation. Urban schools can investigate the conditions 
of factories, streams, slums, or parks. Classes or committees 
can visit these local places, using them as laboratories for 
exploring the subject. The wise teacher will deal with tangible 
and physical objects and avoid abstractions as much as possible. 
The challenge of conservation is a vital, real one and usually 
appeals to the minds and emotions of both young and old, for 
it essentially means serving or destroying our homeland. The 
task of guiding young America in exploring this field is exciting 
for there is actually something that the individual can do about 
striving for a better land. 
IV. GENERALIZATIONS 
The following is a list of statements concerning conserva-
tion, which are based upon facts which have been analyzed and 
compared. These generalizations should serve the teacher as 
guideposts in discussing the unit. 
a. The use and misuse of our natural resources are inter-
dependent and should be studied together. 
b. The conservation movement has grown in importance 
as the results of waste have become increasingly evident. 
c. The disasters of floods and dust storms are largely man-
made and can be greatly reduced and perhaps prevented by man. 
(3] 
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d. Most of the soil fertility of this country can be restored 
by intelligent action. 
e. American citizens can enjoy a richer, more abunclant life 
when they realize that conservation means the greatest good 
for the greatest number, both in the present and in all future 
time. 
f. Intelligent extraction and use of coal prevent its being 
wasted. 
g. It has been, and still is, necessary to make laws and to 
use force to prevent undue waste of our natural resources, but 
it is more desirable to attain this objective through true co-
operation than through legislation. 
h. Our country can be made more beautiful, as well as 
more productive, if an intelligent program of conservation is 
maintained. 
V. SUGGESTED WAYS OF APPROACHING THE UNIT 
a. A walk in the country where the students can observe 
evidence of waste through erosion, floods, forest fires, cut-over 
land, polluted streams, refuse heaps, scrap-iron heaps, ore piles, 
or, on the other hand, some attempt at saving resources. 
b. A newspaper article on some aspect of use or misuse of 
resources, a radio speech, or a moving picture of floods or 
forest fire may arouse interest in conservation. 
c. Relating a personal incident connected with some aspect 
of conservation, or reading a story dealing with it, may lead 
to further study of the subject. 
d. The motion picture which accompanies this unit furnishes 
an excellent introduction to the subject. 
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VI. CONTENT FOR THE TEACHER 
A. What Is Conservation? 
Our W astefttl Nation. When the early colonists landed on 
the shores of America they saw before them great forests of 
magnificent trees. Under the new land on which they stood 
lay coal, iron, silver, copper, oil, and many other resources. The 
soil was to bring forth abundant crops; the trees were to 
furnish wood with which to build and furnish their homes. 
The gifts of nature on all sides invited the strength and in-
telligence of man to make use of them. 
The hardy settler hastened to cut the forests and plant crops. 
Trees were obstacles so he cut them down. Then came men 
who made cutting trees and selling the lumber their business. 
They cut thousands of acres of trees each year. Careless men 
forgot to put out their campfires and flames swept the forests, 
destroying acre after acre of them each year. At the beginning 
of the twentieth century it was apparent that if our forests were 
not replanted and carefully used they would soon be gone. 
Our other resources have also been wasted. At first the 
only mineral which interested the settlers was gold, but soon 
they found other, more useful products under the earth's sur-
face. Coal and oil were put to work, but not in a wise fashion. 
They were shamefully wasted, and scarcity threatened. Obvi-
ously something had to be done to save these materials as well 
as the trees, the wild game, and the very land itself. But what? 
The answer to this question was "conservation." 
We are faced with the problem of conserving these resources, 
not only for our own protection, but also that those who come 
after us may enjoy some of the benefits to be had from wise 
use of nature's gifts. Does this mean that we are to act like 
misers and save only for the future? No, real conservation 
means use of our resources now in a way which avoids waste 
and which develops them for those who come after us. Gifford 
Pinchot, put it this way, "Conservation is the greatest good 
for the greatest number for the longest time." 
[ 5} 
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How the Conservati01z Movement Began. It was the ex-
tensive waste of our forests which first brought to the 
attention of the nation the importance of conserving our re-
sources. In May, 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt invited 
the governors of the states to come to the White House for a 
conference on conservation. Thirty-four governors, as well as 
federal judges and cabinet members, attended this conference. 
As · a result of the conference, an inventory of our natural 
resources was made. Two hundred and thirty-four million 
acres of land were taken over by the government in order to 
save them from misuse. This was the beginning of the con-
servation movement in the United States. 
B. How Can We Make Better Use of Om Soil? 
The Natttre of the Soil. Soil contains substances which 
feed plants. If the same plants are planted in the soil year 
after year, however, some plant foods are used up faster than 
nature can replace them. Then we say that the soil is worn out. 
In the days of our early history when a piece of land was 
worn out the farmer simply moved to another one, for land 
was plentiful. At the beginning of the twentieth century most 
of our land was in use, and half of its original fertility was 
gone. The farmer had to think of ways to make better use of 
the land upon which he lived. 
MiS!Ise of the Soil. There are worse ways than one-crop 
farming by which the land is wasted. Probably the very worst 
of these is erosion. Many of our farm lands are quite hilly, 
and when heavy rains come, the water rushes down the slopes 
in streams. If the field is planted in grass, the roots hold the 
soil firm but if the soil is unplanted, dry, and crumbly, then 
the rains wash away some of the soil, and little ditches appear 
in the fields. When the next rain comes, more soil is washed 
away and the ditches become deeper. Finally, unless steps are 
taken to prevent it, these ditches become great gullies and the 
field is mined. This process is known as "water erosion." 
Where does the soil from the gullies go? It is washed into 
our streams, choking them, and helping to cause floods. Each 
year three billion tons of soil are swept into the ocean. (It 
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would take a train of cars 475,000 miles long to carry it away.) 
With this soil goes a great deal of the fertility of our land. 
Many of our once beautiful farms are now wasteland. 
On the plains of the western part of the United States 
another type of erosion is at work- "wind erosion." At 
one time, fine grass covered one-sixth of all North America. 
Then came the rancher with his great herds of cattle and his 
great flocks of sheep which throve on the grass of the desert 
and the steppe. Their sharp hoofs cut into the soil; their 
teeth cropped the grass close to the roots and killed it. The 
rancher was followed by the farmer, who plowed and replowed 
the fields, planting them year after year in the same crop. The 
soil became dry and powdery. Then came dry seasons, and 
the winds of the plains blew the fine dust off the fields in great 
clouds. In a single day, three hundred million tons of top soil 
were removed from the Great Plains. More than nine million 
acres of good land have been destroyed in this manner. Many 
people have been left homeless because of these dust storms 
and many have died of pneumonia caused by dust. A great 
"dust bowl" has been created in western Oklahoma, western 
Kansas, eastern Colorado, the "panhandle" of Texas, and parts 
of Wyoming. 
Suggestions f or Conserving Our Soil. The situation described 
above is, in the main, a gloomy one, but it is not without its 
cheerful aspects. The people of the United States are beginning 
to face the problem of saving the soil, and already ways of 
doing this have been devised. To prevent the loss of fertility 
in his soil, the farmer is now urged to plant crops which will 
restore the needed chemical. Fertilizers are being intelligently 
used, and slowly but surely our soil is regaining its fertility. 
The problem of erosion is a more serious one. In fields 
where there is danger of water erosion, steps are built so that 
when the water drains off, it will not flow in streams. At 
several points on the slope are placed cement or stone gutters 
through which the rain flows without carrying away the soil. 
Fields with a more gentle slope are plowed across the slopes 
instead of up and down them. This is known as "contour 
plowing." Fields with small gullies in them are saved by 
[ 7] 
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building dams in the gullies to keep the water from rushing 
through them so rapidly. Brush is planted to hold the sides 
of the gully and to collect silt when it rains. 
On the plains where the wind is blowing the soil away 
grass must be planted so that its roots will hold the soil together. 
Farming must be discontinued on much of the land, and grazing 
substituted. Trees and hedges must be planted around the 
fields to prevent the soil from being blown away. 
C. How Can We Save Our Forests? 
Our Disappearing Forests. Man himself has been responsible ~ 
for most of the loss of our trees. As he developed a new nation, l 
he slashed right and left, but he seldom planted new trees. 
Even at present, each year three and one-half times as much 
timber is taken from the forests as has had a chance to grow 
during the year. It is estimated that more than half of every 
tree which is cut down is wasted. Germany wastes only one 
twenty-fifth of each tree. It has been the practice in our 
country, however, to let these wasted pa1ts litter the floors of 
our forests. They dry up and await the forest fire. Every year 
not less than fifty million acres of forest are burned. 
Saving Om· Forests. This terrible waste must not go on. The 
United States government has set up a forestry service to help 
prevent it. The main objectives of the program are to (a) pre-
vent forest fires, (b) cut only full-grown trees, (c) prevent 
waste in cutting and manufacturing forest products, (d) clear 
the forests so as to give room for growing trees, (e) replant 
cut-over land, and (f) plant trees on land which is not good 
for agriculture. 
How the Govemment Helps Save Forests. The Civilian 
Conservation Corps enrolls young men eighteen to twenty-five 
years of age. Their job includes the prevention of waste of our 
forests and land. They clear trails in the forest to check forest 
fires, thin out the forests so that the trees can grow, plant new 
trees, and build erosion dams. 
The government also employs foresters to keep constant 
watch over the forests. High observation towers have been 
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built at strategic points from whid1 they can keep a lookout 
for fires. These foresters raise in their nurseries small trees 
to be planted in the forests. 
How Waste Can Be Prevented in the Lumber Business. As 
has already been stated, more than half the wood in each tree 
cut down in our country is wasted. How do other countries 
prevent so much of this waste? To begin with, the branches 
are used to make toys, small boxes, and crates; the sawdust 
from the sawmills is pressed together to make mats and panels. 
Parts of the tree which we now waste yield such products as 
charcoal, turpentine, tannin, rosin, tars, oils, and medicine. 
Artificial silk is made from wood waste, and a great deal of 
paper is also made from wood. 
D. Saving the Nation's Coal Sttpply 
How Om· Coal Supply Has Been Wasted. Coal did not come 
into general use until the nineteenth century, but once man 
found how valuable it was as a fuel, he hastened to make use 
of it. Mine after mine was located and opened, and mining 
coal for immediate use resulted in waste. Abandoned mines 
were used as dumping places for dirt and debris, even though 
a great deal of coal remained in them. In burning coal much 
is wasted in the form of smoke. Experts estimate that twenty 
million tons of coal are wasted in this way each year. Black 
smoke contains carbon, which can be used to produce heat if 
proper methods are employed. Extensive waste occurs each 
year in hauling coal from mine to market. For years, about 
one ton of coal has thus been wasted for each ton used. Many 
engineers believe that if we continue wasting at the present 
rate our coal supply will be exhausted within the lifetime of 
many of the pupils now reading this material. 
How Coal Can Be Saved. Care in .the usc of coal is one of 
the most important factors in its conservation. In the home, 
care should be taken that no unused coal is thrown out with 
ashes. In large manufacturing plants, modern devices for 
preventing waste in the form of smoke should be installed. 
Mine owners can employ better mining methods to prevent 
waste. In hauling, care can be taken to prevent loss. 
[9] 
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Among the important by-products of coal are creosote, 
benzine, railroad ties, radio parts, artificial amber, sheep dips, 
antiseptic solutions, fertilizers, ammonia, "laughing gas," photo-
developer, paints, roof pitch, paving materials, saccharine 
(which is used to sweeten orange drinks, candies, etc.) . 
Coal is the most important industrial mineral which we 
possess but it will not last forever. By using its by-products we 
can make it serve more purposes than formerly. By using water 
power whenever possible, we can save coal for certain more 
useful purposes. 
E. Our Oil Supply 
Our Oil. After the first oil well was drilled and the useful-
ness of oil discovered, many wells were drilled, and oil was 
found in many parts of the country. Since the coming of the 
automobile, with its need for gasoline and lubricating oil, this 
resource has increased in importance. Petroleum is a prime 
necessity in the operation of the oil-burning ships of our navy. 
Since oil lies in great pools under the surface of the earth, 
rival companies owning land side by side often pump from 
the same source. Each tries to get more oil out of the pool 
than his neighbor and the result is that a great deal of oil is 
wasted in the frantic scramble. Often when a new oil well 
gushes, a large quantity of oil is wasted. A great deal of this 
commodity is also lost when the wells burn. 
Conserving Oil. Oil can also be saved by applying better 
methods of obtaining it. Wells can be drilled more carefully, 
and agreements can be made by rival companies to avoid waste. 
The United States has set up an Oil Conservation Board to 
prevent overproduction and waste. 
Making by-products of oil is an important conservation 
method. The most important of these by-products is gasoline. 
Lubricating oil is the by-product which keeps the wheels of the 
modern world revolving smoothly. Other important by-products 
are: fuel oil, paraffin, petroleum jelly, mineral oil, coke, asphalt, 
and kerosene. 
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F. Other Minerals 
The Earth Is Rich in Minerals. Gold has long been sought 
because of its desirability as a medium of exchange. Other 
minerals, less attractive in appearance, are even more useful 
to man than gold. Copper, iron, graphite (from which lead 
pencils are made), sulphur, gypsum, salt, and silver are just 
a few of Nature's many mineral gifts to man. The value of 
the annual production of all minerals in the United States 
exceeds two billion dollars, yet approximately three hundred 
million dollars worth of minerals are wasted every year. 
Minerals Can Be Conserved. As in the cases of iron and coal, 
much of the waste involved in securing other minerals could 
be avoided by employing better methods of extraction. A large 
amount is wasted in use, also. For many years broken and 
worn-out iron objects were thrown away. Now much iron is 
saved every year by the junk dealer, and sold to steel companies 
to be remanufactured. At present more than one-third of all 
our steel is made from the scrap iron which was formerly 
wasted. Such use of waste materials will help us save our 
minerals. 
G. Waste in Streams 
Conserving Ottr W ater Supply. Water is necessary to life 
but it sometimes presents serious problems. As we have cut 
down our forests and wasted our soil our waters, instead of 
soaking into the ground and being held by the roots of plant 
life, now rush into the streams, causing floods and then water 
shortage. We can avoid these disasters by heeding the sugges-
tions made under the sections on forest and soil conservation 
for replanting our forests and fields. 
When garbage is dumped into streams, and oil, acids, and 
waste products are poured into them, these streams become a 
menace to the health of the people living in the communities 
along their banks. Fish and plant life are killed by this pollu-
tion, and wild birds and animals will not drink from such 
streams. This is a serious problem which a little thought coupled 
with determination can solve. 
p 
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H. Conservation and the Bette1· Life 
More Beauty. The evils of waste, which have been discussed 
previously, can be corrected to a large extent. Our federal 
government, our state governments, each city, town, village, 
and farm community can cooperate to restore the whole country, 
by conserving its own local resources and joining with every 
other community in a national program of conservation. 
The Better Life. A better, more abundant life for everyone 
can be attained if wise use is made of every resource at our 
disposal. Many examples have already been given. The follow-
ing additional suggestions may aid us in understanding the 
wide range of possibilities which exist. Wheat straw, corn 
stalks, and sugarcane wastes can be turned into paper, con-
tainers, artificial silk, and building materials. Cull lemons can 
be converted into citric oil. The tons of fruit pits in our great 
canneries can be made into chicken feed, charcoal, acids, and 
kernel oil, and so on for hundreds of other substances. The 
possibilities are almost limitless. 
VII. SUGGESTED UNIT ACTIVITIES 
The following activities will help to tie up new learning 
with past experience and to show the interrelationships of 
ideas. If the unit is to create a series of worth-while experi-
ences growing out of and carrying forward child interests, the 
culminating activities should be really significant to the pupil. 
a. A simple, pupil-written play may be presented in which 
the actors assume the roles of resources which are growing 
scarce through depletion. 
b. A class book in the form of the old-fashioned scrapbook 
or an illustrated pupil-made book on conservation may be made 
and presented to the school library. 
c. The following ideas may be shown in diagram form: 
( 1) the source of rivers, ( 2) how land is eroded, ( 3) how 
forest fires start, ( 4) how coal and other minerals are mined, 
and (5) how oil is obtained. 
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d. Visits have been suggested under group activities for 
introducing the unit. These may be made by groups or indi-
viduals. Make use of the local situation. 
e. Make a list of the natural resources of the United States 
and a list of the uses of forests. 
f. On an outline map, locate the great forests of the United 
States and the Dust Bowl. 
g. Find out all you can about the forests and trees of your 
state, and give a report on this topic in class. 
h. On an outline map locate the coal mines in the United 
States. 
i . From information contained in your encyclopedia prepare 
a report to be given in class on the use of water power, or 
irrigation. 
j . List the uses of oil and gas. 
k. Make a list of the ways m which the health of our 
citizens may be conserved. 
l. Make posters on conservation. 
m. Find out, and report on, the ways in which conservation 
is being practiced in your community. What further steps 
can be taken ? 
n. Bring in pictures or newspaper articles on conservation. 
o. Report on the methods used by your city in sewage and 
garbage disposal. 
p. Place the following names in your notebook, and in a 
sentence or two tell what each has contributed to the study of 
conservation: Gifford Pinchot, Theodore Roosevelt, William 
Howard Taft, and Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE SOUND FILM: 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
To derive the greatest benefit from showing the film, Con-
servation of Nat111'al Resomces, it should be used several times 
during the study of this Unit. The class should be carefully 
prepared for each presentation. It would be well to introduce 
the film through one of the introductory activities suggested 
earlier. Immediately following this initial showing, full oppor-
tunity should be given for discussion of the content of the 
film. Specific points brought out by the film should be de-
veloped and points about which the pupils ask questions should 
be clarified. The questions raised should aid in preparation 
for the second showing of the film later. 
If desired, after the first showing, the sound may be shut 
off and the film run as a silent subject. This silent showing 
might be accompanied by free discussion, or the teacher or one 
of the pupils might explain the action. If the film is stopped 
frequently, any concept which needs further development can 
be discussed. The same scene may be repeated again and again, 
and the class given an opportunity for the checking and re-
checking which is so important in the educational process. 
A final showing will be helpful as a review technic. Ex-
perimentation will help develop many other possibilities in the 
use of the film and will result in its maximum effectiveness. 
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IX. SCENE AND SPEECH DESCRIPTION 
OF THE SOUND FILM 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
(Scenes marked tllith asterisks ( * ) have been mpplied throttgh the 
cooperation of the Division of Motion Pictures, Department of Interior, 
Washington, D. C.) 
INTRODUCTION- THE RESULTS OF WASTE 
ScENE 1 - Waterfall 
The story of conservation is the story of waste and how it can be 
prevented. For example, most of our natural water power is still 
going to waste. 
SCENE 2- Oil Gusher Blotlling in 
Oil on Ground Running off as Waste* 
On the other hand, petroleum, one of our most important mineral 
resources, is being used up at an alarming rate. 
SCENE 3- Train of Coal Cars 
And so, too, is our coal. Furthermore, one-half of all coal produced is 
wasted, either at the mines or in transit. 
SCENE 4- !Vaste and PollttJion of River from Factory 
Rivers have been so polluted by the refuse from our towns and factories, 
that they are often a menace to health. 
SCENE 5 - IV aste Running into River 
Dead Fish Floating in River 
Naturally these streams are no longer good fishing grounds. 
SCENE 6- Farmer Plowing Field 
Much of our smooth, fertile farm land has been misused in various 
ways-
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SCENE 7 -Eroded Field 
until it has become ugly, deeply scarred by erosion, and worthless. 
SCENE 8- Virgin Forest* 
Throughout our land the once beautiful forests such as this, have 
become--
SCENE 9- Large Bumed-Over Forest* 
scenes of desolation. The timber is gone and so is the wild game 
which once was sheltered beneath its shade. 
SEQUENCE 1. H ow FoRESTS HAVE BEEN WASTED 
SCENE 10 -ll1ap of United States Showing Original Forest Areas 
Our original forest land covered more than half the continent. The 
largest area of hardwood and softwood timber stretched almost un-
broken from the Atlantic to the Mississippi River. Today less than 
two-fifths of this timber remains. Furthermore, only one-fourth of the 
good saw timber is left. 
SCENE 11 -Pine Tree with Animatio11 Showing Percentage of 
Timber Still Remaining 
It is true that it was necessary to cut and use much of this timber 
during the development of our country. 
SCENE 12 -L11mbermmz Topping Tree 
The crash of falling trees was a familiar sound as fields were cleared 
and cities built-
ScENE 13- Sawing Base of Lat·ge Tree 
Large Tree Falling 
Waste and Slash on Forest Floor* 
but branches and trimmings littered the forest floors. About sixty 
per cent of every tree cut went to waste. 
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SCENE 14- H11nter 117 a/king ilz Forest witb Ligbted Cigarette -
Hrmtet· T hrows Lighted Cigarette on Gmrmd 
Afterward, in such areas, only a moment's carelessness with fire was 
needed before the flames started a devastating race. 
SCENE 15 - Begimzilzg of Forest Fire 
From a puff of smoke and a little flash of flame-
SCENE 16- Large Forest Fire 
Air View of Forest Fire 
Night View of Fire 
deadly forest fires raged through the woods on mile long fronts, de-
stroying in one hour trees that took one hundred years to grow. 
SCENE 17- Smoldering Remains of Tree r* 
Such fires left black, ugly scars on the face of the land. Even now 
50 million acres of forest land are burned every year-
SCENE 18 -Large Bumed Area* 
a waste of many millions of dollars worth of timber. 
SEQUENCE II. CoNSERVING THE FoREsT 
SCENE 19- Forest Fire Lookout* 
Ranger Plotting Location of Fire* 
Steps have been taken to stop these fires. State and federal agencies 
keep a careful lookout during periods of greatest danger. 
SCENE 20- C11tting Fire Tmil Through Forest 
Again, fire trails are cut in the forests to prevent the spread of fires; 
and-
SCENE 21- Fit·e 117 arnh1g Sign 
a campaign of education-
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SCENE 22- Campers Pulling Out Campfire 
encourages the public to be careful and to help prevent forest fires. 
SCENE 23- Cleani11g Out Underbmsh in Forest 
Furthermore, underbrush in the forests is being cleaned up so that 
fires spread less easily. 
SCENE 24- Logs Goi11g Up Incline to Sawmill*-
Saw Culling Logs into Lengths, Boards* 
At the lumber mill a considerable portion of each log was formerly 
wasted. This was the slab trimmed off the four sides of the log and 
the sawdust that was formed when the boards were sawed. From such 
materials--
SCENE 25- Children Playing with Wooden Toys 
now are made toys, boxes, crating, and many other useful articles . 
SCENE 26- Artificial Silk Made from Wood 
Even artificial silk is made from wood which was formerly wasted. 
ScENE 27 - Plaming Trees in Forests 
Best of all, the forests themselves are being replaced by an intelligent 
replanting program and-
SCENE 28 -Forested Area 
again the natural beauty and usefulness of forests are being restored. 
SEQUENCE Ill. LAND EROSION AND FLOODS 
SCENE 29- Deforested Area Showing Stttmps* 
In the meantime large areas of our land have been made treeless and 
the consequences are far reaching. 
SCENE 30- Field Being Plowed 
Most land was cleared to be cultivated. Year after year-
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SCENE 31- Field Being Plowed 
the fields were plowed and replowed. The soil was thus left unpro-
tected much of the time and readily washed away. 
ScENE 32- Rain TV ater Running Through Plowed Fields 
The rain water followed the same course time after time until-
SCENE 33- Deep Erosion Gullies 
finally, great, raw gullies resulted, leaving the fields worthless for 
farm purposes. 
SCENE 34- Flood and Refugees 
The soil washed down from these gullies chokes up our large rivers 
so that they are unable to carry as much water as formerly, and floods 
result. 
SCENE 35- Building Dams i11 El'oded Gullies 
To stop the loss of our soil by water erosion-
SCENE 36- Completed Erosion Dam 
dams such as these are built across gullies to check the rush of water. 
ScENE 37- Another Angle of Completed Ewsion Dam 
The soil brought in by rain water slowly settles down and fills up 
the gully. 
SEQUENCE IV. BEAVER SEQUENCE 
SCENE 38- Trapping Beaver 
The industrious beaver is being pressed into service as a dam builder 
and soil conserver. 
SCENE 39- Beavers Released in Small Streams 
The beavers are caught and carried to small ~tre<!!llS where flood 
waters begin. 
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SCENE 40 -Beaver Dam 
They immediately set to work building their dams-
SCENE 41 - Beaver Dam 
which serve admirably in controlling Rood waters in small headwater 
streams. 
SCENE 42 -Large Dam * 
In like manner the large man-made dams not only make use of water 
power which for years has gone to waste but also help control the 
Row of water in streams and prevent floods. 
SCENE 43 - Contottr Plowing with Tractor 
Where cultivated fields slope, contour plowing and terracing are used 
to stop erosion by rain water. 
SCENE 44 - Contour Plowing with Tractor 
Steps or terraces are cut into the soil. 
SCENE 45- Contour Plowing· with Tractor 
When the rain comes it runs off without washing away the soil. 
SEQUENCE V. PREVENTING WIND EROSION 
SCENE 46- Great Plains Area* 
The western part of the United States is struggling with another phase 
of the soil erosion problem. 
SCENE 47- Plowing on Plains- Dust Following the Plow* 
Here too the land has been plowed and replowed. The top soil is of a 
fine texture and since there is not much rainfall-
SCENE 48 - D11st Storm 
it is virtually dust. These areas are subject to high winds, which-
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SCENE 49 -Another Angle- Dust Storm 
occasionally blow the dust along in great clouds. 
ScENE 50- Dust Piled Against Homes 
In a single day as much as 300,000,000 tons of top soil have been 
lifted from the Great Plains. During the past few years, partly because 
of drought, wind erosion has affected in some degree more than sixty 
million acres in the United States and has left in its wake abandoned 
homes-
SCENE 51 -Family Leaving Dust Bowl 
ruined fields, and despair. 
SCENE 52- Map of United States Showing Extent of Dust Bowl Area 
This dust bowl includes, in the main, parts of Oklahoma, Kansas, 
Colorado, Texas, New Mexico, and Wyoming. Each year the amount 
of damage is being extended. 
SCENE 53- Deeply Eroded Gullies 
If left unchecked, the wind and water will make great areas of our 
western prairies hopelessly eroded. 
ScENE 54- Planting to Prevent Erosion of Great Plains 
Steps are already being taken to check this new southwestern dust bowl. 
Much of the land is being returned to grass and-
SCENE 55 - Anotber Angle- Pltmting to Prevent 
Erosion of Great Plains 
soil anchoring vegetation such as trees and hedges are being planted to 
conserve the moisture in the ground and to break the sweep of the wind . 
SCENE 56- Sheep Grazing* 
Also, the government has purchased much of this land and has returned 
it to grazing use. 
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SEQUENCE VI. WASTE IN MINERALS 
SCENE 57- Large Oil Fields 
Resources under the surface of the earth also have been used up at a 
rapid rate. Oil is a good example. 
SCENE 58- Oil Gusher Blowing in 
Much oil is lost when gushers blow in. The oil which splashes on the 
ground can never be reclaimed. 
SCENE 59- Oil Well Fire* 
.Also careless methods of extracting the oil have Jed to fires in which 
much of the precious liquid has gone up in smoke. 
ScENE 60- Oil Refinery 
The most effective means of saving oil is to make full use of its by· 
products. At the refinery-
SCENE 61 -Another Angle - Oil Refinery 
the oil is heated in stills and more than two hundred different products 
are obtained. 
SCENE 62- Gasoline Pump 
Gasoline was formerly thrown away as useless. 
SCENE 63- Unloading Oil for Fuel 
Another important product is fuel oil. 
SCENE 64- Lubricating H eavy Machines 
We also obtain lubricating oil which is necessary for nearly all machines. 
SCENE 65- Mineral Oil Being Poured into Spoon 
Other by-products of petroleum include mineral oil-
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SCENE 66- Removing Paraffine from Glass of Jelly 
paraffine, and-
SCENE 67 - Spraying Asphalt on Road 
asphalt. The part of the crude oil now used in these and many other 
by-products was formerly wasted. 
SEQUENCE VII. CoNSERVING WILD LIFE AND W ATER 
SCENE 68 - Waste and Polllllion in River 
The waste of our water resources includes stream-
SCENE 69 - lVasJe Poured into River 
pollution. Poisonous waste is poured into our rivers-
SCENE 70 -Dead Fish in River 
killing the fish and menacing our health. 
SCENE 71- Sewage Disposal Plant 
Fertilizer Being Used in Field 
This can be prevented by sending such waste to sewage disposal plants, 
which change much of it into useful fertilizers. 
SCENE 72 - Clear Flowing River 
Thus it is hoped that our rivers will again run clear-
SCENE 73- M ountain Stream and Fisherman* 
and all will be inhabited by fish again. 
SEQUENCE VIII. CoNCLUSION: OuR RESOURCES RESTORED TO 
THEIR FULL BEAUTY AND USEFULNESS 
ScBNB 74- Waterfall* 
An intelligent program of conservation will restore the beauty of our 
land. 
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SCENE 75- Virgin Forest* 
It will cause our forests again to grow luxuriantly. 
SCENE 76- Wheat Field 
Our fields will regain their natural function. 
SCENE 77 -Hydroelectric Plant 
Our streams will be put to use, saving our coal and oil. 
SCENE 78 -Picnic in Forest A,-ea 
And thus, the great natural resources of our country will serve the 
greatest good for the greatest number of people for the longest time. 
(The End of the Film) 
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